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NAACP CHIEF STEPS· DOWN

Shocked Local.Leaders Call Kweisi Mfume's Reign Revitalizing and Strengthening
The Black Voice News

By Chris Levister
In a surprise move Kweisi
Mfume the president and CEO of
this nation's oldest and largest
civil rights group said it is time to
pursue new challenges in media,
politics and business. He held the
post nine years. Dennis Hayes,
General Counsel, has been named
as interim president and CEO
while a national search for a new
chief is conducted.
"I've had the privilege to help
Kwelsl Mfume
restore · and revive this great
organization, but sadly for me the . chart a new course," Mfume said.
time has come to set sail and to
Mfume gave up his congres-

Walter Jarman

Waudier "Woodle" Rucker Hughes

sional seat in 1996 to take the
NAACP's helm at a time when

the organization was on the verge
of bankruptcy and reeling from a

sex scandal. Under his leadership,
the NAACP bas shored up its
finances and burnished its image.
"I came to the organization at a
time when it was in crisis. What I
found was a tired and hemorrhaging warrior. The future requires
that we seize fresh opportunity to
help those who need help the
most. Only by conforming to the
reality of today's battlefield do we
avoid being consumed by it. I'm
confident that I'm leaving a
robust, strong and stable organization that is ready for an America
of greater need but also of greater
hope," Mfume said.
. Mfume's departure comes amid
long running rumors of bad blood

between him and Julian Bond,
chairman of its board of directors.
"We asked him for five he gave us
nine great years. His leaving is
greatly regretted, but finally was
mutual," Bond wrote in response
to questions about Mfume's resignation. "He will leave a great void
- one we hope to fill as quickly as
we can," Bond said.
State president Alice Huffman,
a long time member of the national board called Mfume, a "pa:.sionate, quiet warrior and great
champion of civil rights." "He
was polished, and unafraid to take
on the difficult jind unpopular
issues facing the civil rights strugSee MFUME, Page A-4

City Council Demands Explanation.on Shooting.Death
she was subpoenaed to appear in
front of the CPRC to answer
questions in relation to her role
By Mary Shelton
in the shooting of Volne Lamont
After 30 minutes of delibera- Stokes in Casa Blanca on May
tion behind closed doors, . the 27, 2003. During its Sept. 8
Riverside City Council voted meeting, cpmrnissioners h ad
unanimously to compel a voted 8 to 0, with one abstention
Riverside Police Department to subpoena Banfill Gould, who
officer to appear before the became the first officer to be
Community Police Review ordered to appear before the
Co~ssion to answer questions commission during its four-year
about her involvement in the history. On that date, she
fatal shooting of an African- appeared but remained silent,
opting to • let her attorney,
American man last year.
City
Attorney
Gregory Michael Lackie do her speaking
Priamos announced at the end of for her
During the m eeting, Lackie
the closed session on Nov. 23
said
that he did not believe that
that Officer Tina Banfill Gould
would be compelled to appear the commissioners had the
before the CPRC to be sworn in authority to even ask Banfill
to answer questions and clear up Gould her name, let alone any
"deficiencies". If she did not questions about the shooting,
comply with this order, then the thus attempting to lay the
city would initiate contempt pro- groundwork for any potential
ceedings against her in Riverside legal challenge of the CPRC's
power
by
the
County Superior Court, Priamos subpoena
Riverside
Police
Officers
said.
"All people including city Association. Lackie refused to
employees are obligated to obey' allow Banfill Gould to be sworn
in, arguing back and forth with
the law," Priamos sai~.
1
This action taken by the city the CPRC's attorney James
council stemmed from Banfill Touchstone, while commissionwatched
in , dismay.
Gould's refusal to even be sworn ers
Afterward,
they
expressed
their
in at an Oct. 27 meeting where
V ,e Black Ynice News

RIVERSIDE

Jones ··Retires After
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Well known officer Gerald
Jones j ust ended his thirty-plus
year career with the San
Bernardino Police Department as a
Patrol Sergeant, at the end of
November. ·
• Jones was born in Loma Linda,
California during the baby boomer
generation. He spent most of his
life in the San Bernardino area,
where he was raised under the
watchful eye of his mother Utsula
Jones.
Jones attended public schools
on the west side of San
Bernardino, where it was neces-

disappointment at the chain of
events and discussed what action
to take ·next . Commissioner
Brian Pearcy said that the commission should talk to the
department's management to get
Police Chief Russ Leach to compel Banfill Gould to answer the
CPRC's questions.
The next day, Leach initiated
disciplinary proceedings against ·
Banfill Gould, who has already
faced discipline in relation to the
investigation of the Stokes incident. After the shooting, she had
refused to be interviewed by the
department's Officer Involved
Shooting investigators in a particular interrogation room,
according •to a lawsuit filed by
the RPOA last year.
In a deposition she gave in
connecti'on with that lawsuit,
Banfill Gould stated that she had
never exercised her Fifth
Amendment rights nor was she
ever asked to waive them by
investigators. She had opted to
give an oral statement, about the
shooting but objected to the
interview location because she
had once sat in that same room
with Bailey Jackson, who was
arrested on suspi~ion of raping
an elderly woman in 2001 .

ao·Years on the Force

He
attended
Mt.
Vernon
· Elementary, Ramona Elemenatry
and Franklin Junior High, where
he won scholastic and art awards.
He became interested in police
work while at Franklin Junior
High, where he volunteered to be a
school safety officer. It was during
this time that Jones also ·took an
interest in track and field, gaining
respect in the long jump and high
jump events.
In the fall of 1967 Jones entered
San Bernardino Valley College.
He majored in Police Science and
minored in Art. In September of
Gerald W. Jones
1973, Jones married and from that
sary to develop a "thick skin" and union one child was born named
good common sense to survive. Nicole. In May of 1974, seeking

E-Mail to: pressrelease @Blackvoicenews.com

"Bailey Jackson happened to
be a Black ma-le very similar
looking to the suspect [Stokes]
in my incident," Banfill Gould
stated, "I was having a hard
enough time dealing with the
incident of that day without it
being compounded .. .I didn't
want to be in that room."
Shortly after, Banfill Gould
received a notice of intent to terminate from Leach, but instead
received a 160 hour suspension
without pay for failure to make a
report by the end of the work
shift, according to her deposition. Banfill Gould and former
officer Adam Brown were not
found by the department to have
violated any policies and procedures when shooting Stokes to
death, nor were they prosecuted
by the Riverside County District
Attorney's office in relation to
the shooting. Brown currently
faces criminal charges involving
child molestation filed by three
separate jurisdictions, including
Riverside C::ounty.
The City Charter states that
the city council has the authority
to assign subpoena powers to
any board or commission. In
2000, the city council passed an
ordinance to create the CPRC

to better provide for his family,
Jones applied for a position as a
Police . Officer
with
San
Bernardino. He was selected number two out of 390 candidates who
applied for the six job openings.
In 1985 Jones felt the need to
work hand-in-hand with other
Black peace officers and became
active in-the Inland Empire Black
Peace Officer's Association to promote fairness in the workplace. In
1992, he was elected president of
the association and under his
direction, the association has
addressed issues concerning
racism and hiring more minorities
into law enforcement.

and included among its powers,
the ability to subpoena witnesses
including law enforcement officers to testify at its public meetings. That power was included in
the text of Measure II, which
passed the muster of the city's
voters, and is now part of the
charter.
The CPRC has faced opposition from the RPOA since its
inception, but only in the past six
months, had it appeared that its
future might be in jeopardy.
In 2002, the CPRC bad to stop
reviewing citizen complaints for
two months, after Lackie and an
RPOA representative appeared
at a meeting and objected to the
proceedings, according to CPRC
minute records. The RPOA soon
began increasing the size of its
campaign contributions to city
council candidates who opposed
the commission. During the
2003 elections, the RPOA
Political Action Committee contributed nearly $40,000 to the
campaigns of Art Gage, Steve
Adams and Paul Fick. Both
Adams and Gage won their elec- .
tions and along with current
council
members
Frank
Schiavone and Ed Adkison
formed a quartet of council
members financially backed by
the RPOA.
Not surprisingly, after the
elections, the CPRC soon faced
more
scrutiny and received
I

more attention from the city
council.
Gage twice proposed reducing
the CPRC's annual budget by up
to 95 percent, but received no
support from other council
members. Soon after, the RPOA
protested the appointment of
Commissioner Sheri Corral ,
afte.r two of its board members
clashed with her at a March 24
workshop over what color squad
car she drove as a Ri versicle
Community College Police
Separtment officer.
Corral
alleged that she and other RCC
police officers· were the subject
of unfair treatment by some
Riverside Police Department
officers which was detailed in a
'
June 3 Black Voice News article.
With community support. a
determined Corral survived an
effort by RPOA president Pat
McCarthy and other board members to remove her from the
CPRC. One week after that,
Schiavone and Adams then proposed redefining the eligibility
criteria for the commission to
exclude current law enforcement
officers, even though Adams
was a former Riverside Police
Department officer.
During the summer, the
opportunity came to put the
C~RC's future out of the reach of
both the city council and the
RPOA by adding it in the city's
See RPOA, Page A-4

Act-So Applications Available
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

The
Riverside· NAACP
Branch-announces the launching
of their 2005 Academic Cultural,
Technological,
Scientific
Olympics (competition) program.
Applications will be available
at local high schools in the
Riverside and surrounding areas
beginning, Friday, December
3rd. Applications can also _be

P.O. Box 1581 , Riverside. California 92502 (909) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2004

obtained by calling Ms. Harper
or Ms. Perkins at (95 1) 6836225 or Paulette Brown Hinds· at
(95 1) 682-6070. Students of
Afro-American desce11t in
grades 9-12 who possess skills
in performing arts, humanities,
visual arts, sciences (computer)
drawing, painting, sc ulpting,
entrepreneurship or entertainment, should apply. The deadline for applying is January 24,
2005.
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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Artest's Actions: .D o As We Say, Not As
We Do
The early part of last week we
had a brawl ·at one of the
National
Basketball
Association's ball games. The
melee started when Ben Wallace
gave Ron Artest a hard shove
under the basket. You know what
happens when a ballplayer on
the opposing team is attacked,
every player from both sides
comes to the rescue. This, of course, is nothing new in sports. We did
this when I played ball in North Carolina and so did every other team.
Well not only did the players get involved but some fans in the bleachers decided they wanted a piece of the action. One fan threw a cup of
liquid onto the court and·it landed on Ron Artest's chest as he laid on
a table waiting for the referees to restore order. Ron of course went
into a defensive mode and rose up from the table and went in the
direction of whert; the cup came from. He hit one of the fans and afterward returned back onto the court and was approached by a wandering fan who received a right hook from Ron.
Of course all of this fighting has produced an outcry from a self
righteous public who shouts that this should not be tolerated from
these overpaid Black athletes. These White audiences should be separated from these players, these players should learn to control their
tempers, this is no way for professional sport players to behave, what
are we going to tell our youth who look up to them, how can I take my
kids to see sporting events, the sport is now made up of hoodlums
from our inner city, the commissioner should ban them from sports,
sports has never been this bad! And, we should expel .these rowdy
thuggish fans and run background checks on them before they come
to the game.
·
Couple all of that with a White woman dropping her towel and
exposing her nakedness theri leaping into the arms of a Black athlete
on Monday Night Football, the 10th anniversary of the O.J. Simpson
trial, baseball players like Milton Bra~ley and his outragegous temper, Mike Tyson biting at ears, hockey players paralyzing each other
and going into the stands and fighting, one might conclude things have
gotten out' of hand.
However let us also take a look at Rev. Jerry Falwell who gave his
opinion on the war in Iraq to a CNN reporter, "yes we should kill muslim terrorists and not try negotiating any peaceful solutions." He
implied this is the Christian thing to do, kill them, whomever they are,
before they kill us. Now I'm not advocating we sit around on our
hands and let someone hit you first but when you are the biggest, baddest and most powerful you do have some advantages. When you have
our leadership in both patties on Capitol Hill using language on a
daily basis over the airways such as, " dead or alive preferably dead"
and everyone's favorite "we are going to track them down and kill
them," what other way have we taught ourselves to solve differences.
We are similar to the crowd who said give us Barabbas instead of
Jesus.
The old fans of the Brooklyn and New York city teams only knew
one way to settle their differences, fight by throwing bottles onto the
field. As a matter of fact it happened to all of the professional teams
before Jackie Robinson started with the Dodgers. Now we have " race"
and large financial contracts that have entered the game. Blacks are
driving bigger autos, living in larger homes, women throwing them' selves in their arms;women going up to their rooms, having their children, kissing them in public, able to hire good lawyers, all of this and
more is driving the outcry that is not justified based on all of our past
experiences.
Is this a sign of the old a~age, "do as say, not as I do?" I hope we
come to our senses before we all go down the deep end and spoil a fun
game that all started with a ball and hoop and kids having fun. In the
words of Rodney King after he was beaten by White police officers
"Can't we all just get along."
To contact Hardy Brown email: hardybrown@blackvoicenews.com or
call (909) 888-5040.

Popular Scams Aga~nst Seniors
Most people think that they can tell
when someone is lying to them. But
it's hard to resist a caller telling you
with great excitement that you've just
won $25,000. Nonetheless, it's worth .
Richard 0.
remembering that "con man" is short
for confidence man--a professional
liar. And sweepstakes promotions
were one of the most common
schemes employed by con artists in II grading certificates II or II appraisals II
2003 to part consumers from their for information about what these
money illegally, according tq the investments are worth. Often, howstaff of the Federal Trade ever, they're not worth the money
Commission.
you've paid and they have little resale
1. SWEEPSTAKES
value.
You've Won $25,000! Or a boat, or
4. RECOVERY ROOMS
a car, or something else "valuable."
Been Ripped Off? We'll Get Your
So goes the pitch. But if you're asked Money Back! These "recovery
to pay before you get your prize, it's rooms" get the names of people who
a scam. Often these outfits claim the have been defrauded in other scams
money is for shipping, taxes, .or and then call, claiming to be federal
something like that. But legitimate attorneys or agents who can get your
companies rarely require any pay- lost money back-for a fee. When the
ment or purchase up' front.
federal goyernrnent sues scam artists,
2. TRAVEL SCAMS
there is never a charge to consumers
Two Weeks in Hawaii for $350 ! to return any money recovered.
Maybe it's a "certificate" for a bar5. BUSINESS OPPORTUNIgain vacation. Claims of inexpensive TIES
travel are easy to believe, because
Earn Big Money with Vending
real bargains are available if you Machines or by operating some other
shop carefully. Check out all travel type of business that the promoter
offers with a reputable travel agency; claims will produce big returns.
if they want your money right away- These outfits promise all the support
before you can think the offer you need, and they may tell you to
through and check it out-odds are it's call others who have done well with
a scam.
their program. Too often the assis3. GEMSTONES
tance is nonexistent and the referInvest in Gemstones with Low ences are "shills" who actually work
Risk and Great Return! Usually, you for the company. Once consumers
must rely on the seller· and phony invest their money, they may learn

JONES

When members of Congress went on
vacation to celebrate Thanksgiving,
they left behind $1.1 billion in federal
funds unspent by .states for one of the
most important social protections to
emerge from Washington in many
years, the State Children's Health.
Insurance Program (SCHIP).
Congress' cynical decision to disregard the urgent health care needs of
low-income children may seriously
damage a crucial program and inflict
real harm on children. But it is more
than that. It is an ominous sign of
struggles to come over the next four
years-another example of unjust budget
·and tax policies designed to starve the
federal government of resources to help
children, the poor, and hard working
families, while lining the pockets of the
rich and powerful.
The $LI bil1ion in child health funds
reverted to the Treasury on · Sept. 30
when the federal government closed the
books on its 2004 budget. 1n letters to
every House and Senate member, a
coalition of 73 organizations urged
Congress to act immediately to protect
SCHIP funds in order to maintain
health coverage for children in lowincome working families. Currently, 9
million children are uninsured and
infant mortality has increased for the
first time in 22 years.
Not since SCHIP passed seven years
ago has Congress let its funds go back
to the Treasury rather than distribute
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Donate to a Good Cause~ You]Ilay
think you are donating to a good
cause -but often, the calls are from
crooks. In many cases, these scam
artists claim to be collecting on
behalf of the police or the highway
patrol officers. Give money to charitable causes, if you want-but take all
necessary steps to make sure the
charity is legitimate
7. ADVANCE FEE LOANS
We Can Get You a Loan; bad credit okay. These scams involve promises that, for an advance fee, you will
get the loan you need. But then the
paperwork stall begins and the loan
never comes. When someone who
knows nothing about you, but promises to get you a loan and demands
money up front, is probably running
a scam.

8. WORK AT HOME PLANS
Earn Thousands of Dollars a
Month Working at Home! Claims
that you can earn a significant
income working at home rarely can
be supported. Very often, there is a
"catch." Check these claims out carefully before sending any money. If it
were possible to make the amounts
claimed , the scammers would be

9. CREDIT REPAIR
Remove · Damaging Information
from your Credit Report. These scam
artists claim ·they can get truthful
information removed from your
credit report-for a fee. Not true.
Accurate information can be reported
for seven to 10 years. If your report
has errors, you can get it corrected at
no cost to you. In addition, nonprofit
organizations can help you rebuild
your credit at no cost. The Federal
Trade Commission has published
free consumer brochures on each of
these scams. They describe in a little
more detail how the scams work, and
offer tips for recognizing and avoiding them. Copies of the brochures are
available from the FfC's Public
Reference Branch, Room 130, 6th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580; 202_326-2222; TTY for the hearing
impaired 202-326-2502.
(5 of 19 parts)
Richard 0. Jones is· author of
"Embracing Monogamy in the Face
of Temptation - The Black man's
Guide to Commitment." He is currently collecting information on relationship of single adults over forty
and invites your opinion. To be interviewed by email contact Mr. Jones
at: carrieonprod@earthlink.net

them to states•to provide health coverage to children. SCRIP serves nearly 6
million children. More than 200,000
could lose coverage by 2007 if the
money is not rescued from this "use-itor-lose-it" rule. Six states will likely
lack sufficient 2005 funding to cover
current children enrolled in SCHIP and
by 2007 as·many as 18 states could face
similar shohfalls.
A broad-bas,ed group of public and
private organizations joined with the
Children's Defense Fund in urging
Congress to restore SCRIP funds,
including Catholic Charities USA,
United Way of America, the Jewish
Council for Public Affairs, National
Association of Public Hospitals and
Health Systems, Ascension Health, the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, the National Council of La
Raza, Church Women United, the
American Academy of Pediatrics, the
National
Urban
League,
the
Presbyterian Church (U .S.A.) and the
National Association of State Mental
Health Program Directors and others.
Congress paid n.o heed. Yet the 108th
Congress found time and money to
enact more corporate handouts. If a
lame-duck session continues in
December, lawmakers still have a
chance to restore SCHIP funds in the
same bipartisan spirit that helped create
it seven years ago under the leadership
of Senators Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and
Edward Kennedy (D-Mass).

A key player in this unjustified decision was U.S. Rep. Joseph Barton (RTex.), House Energy and Commerce
Committee chairman. Barton and the
House Republican leadership claimed
in October that they couldn't keep the
$ 1. I billion in SCHIP funds from
reverting to the government unless an
equal sum could be taken from another
part of the budget to offset the expense.
By that point, Congress had already
used every dollar that might have been
used to offset the $1.1 billion for children's health, including funding an
obscene $140 billion package of corpo•
rate tax breaks hypocritically mislabeled as the American Jobs Creation ·
Act of 2004. That bill initially was written to address a $5 billion annual export
subsidy prohibited under international
trade agreements. Corporate lobbyists
piled on a bundle of new special favors,
and President Bush signed it, lavishing
new tax breaks on powerful corporations like General Electric, Exxon
Mobil, Eli Lilly, Hewlett-Packard, CSX
Corp. and Starbucks. The goodies went

to electric utilities, movie studios, oil
and gas interests, mining and timber
operations and NtxSCAR track owners,
to name just a few. These corporate
handouts were pushed through at a time
when corporate tax payments are
approaching an all-time low as a percentage of gross domestic product,
child poverty has increased for three
years in a row and the national deficit
has become astronomical.
What does this say about the moral
values of our nation and of our leaders?
This shameful neglect of poor children
while the rich and powerful have their
way with the federal budget is a disturbing portent. You and I must get
ready to stand up and fight with all our
might against more unjust tax and
budget policies that take from the poor
to give to the rich; that widen the gap
between rich and poor; and that" contribute to growing child poverty and
infant mortality. If we don't cry out for
justice for children and the poor, who
will?
Marian Wright Edelman is President
and.Founder of the Children's Defense
Fund and its Action Council whose
Leave No Child Behind® commitment
is to ensure every child a Healthy Start,
a Head Start, a Fair Start, a Safe St~rt,
and a Moral Start in {ife and successful
passage to adulthood with the help of
caring families and communities.

Crushing Self-Motivation in the Slaves

Established in January of 1972

~

6. CHARITABLE SOLICITATIONS

doing the work themselves instead of
·engaging in fraud .

Lessons From the Ladder of Hope ·
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The only .foundation upon
which African American slavery
could rest was that of unconditional submission of the slaves.
This was about breaking their
spirit and thereby killing their
motivation to resist. Breaking
captured Africans into bondage
was no easy task because the
bondsmen rarely submitted willingly and rarely submitted completely. The objective was to
make "Ideal Slaves" -- those true
to the master in all respects, as in
being an obedient and trusty servant who never lied, stole, or
failed to do anything they were
put to do. Ideal slaves were supposed to set a moral and industrious example for fellow slaves to
follow. An effective ·way of
breaking the slave spitit was flogging. Treatment for the most
rebellious slaves was crippling,
maiming, or killing so as to serve
as an example for the rest of the
slaves to "stay in their place."
Practically all slaves were
"marked by the whip" and their

whip cuts were sometimes
washed with brine -- called
SaJting --so as to inflict more
pain.
A second step in breaking
motivation was to get the bondsmen to falsely believe in their
personal inferiority so as to
understand that bondage was
their natur.al status. They had to
feel that African ancestry cursed
them and that dark skin was a,
badge of degradation. A third
step was to awe the slaves with a
sense of their master's enormous
and limitless power so as to
establish the principle of fear. A
fomth step used superstition to
control the slaves. Fifth was
about getting the slaves to accept
the captor's system of values so
as to take an interest in promoting
the master 's business. Sixth, the
captors made an all-out effort to
lead the slaves into child-like
helplessness so as to create in
them "a habit of perfect dependence" upon their masters. Thus,
the slaves were not allowed to
read, write, or count; not allowed
to become skilled artisans
(because that fashioned selfreliance); and not allowed to take
care of themselves in any }Vay.
The idea was to get the slaves to

direct their non-work energies to
the attainment of mere "temporary ease and enjoyment." In
church, slaves were constantly
preached to about their false
degraded
moral
character.
.Although no slave could escape
some effects of these six practices
of the captors, those most affected designed enslaved mind patterns. All of these patterns were
about preventing Blacks from
being motivated ("causing a
change of place"). This meant a
slave mentality of crawling
around on the bottom, as in showing no outward signs of intelligence, success, or ambition to
rise above poverty.
So how can this culturally
transmitted lack of self-motivation founq in some of today's
struggling youth be · overcome?
The essence of self-motivation
designed for improvement is to
do something for a purpose but
with a great deal of energy
attached. This purpose must be
within your reach but you may
have to "stret<;h" your capacities
and abilities to grasp it.
Motivation is present only when
you can stay focused, not be sidetracked by attractive distractions,
and not give up. A starting

approach is to go to a quiet place
in nature (no radios, TVs, talking,
eating), get comfortable, and
write out all the motives -- all the
factors and circumstances -· that
would move you to want to strive
for your new dream. Examples
include an intense desire to do
good or to fight evil. Then practice visualization. Think of how
you could use the riches from
your dream work product to benefit your mind, body, spirit, loved
ones, and your environment.
Make this mental image as real as
possible so that you can see, hear,
smell, taste, and touch it.
Constantly keep this pleasurable
image in your awareness and fill
it with desire. Such visualization
pleasure is the means to arousing
your "aliveness energy" for
achieving goals.. Next, give yourself approval for each progress
step you achieve. Finally, develop your curiosity, your inquisitiveness, your aggressive eagerness to learn what and why things
are -- especially through reading.
Enjoy your discoveries. In summary, to build motivation
involves lengthening your attention span, intensifying your
desire, and focusing your willpower.
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HOLIDAY WEEKEND SAL
Shop Wednesday, December 1, thrpugh Sunday, December 5.

25% OFF FLEECE FOR HER - PLUS, SAVE ON ~WEATERS
*25% OFF

Charter Club fashion fleece separates for her. Jackets,
tops, drawstring pants and more. Assorted styles and
colors. Cotton/polyester/spandex. Misses 5-XL, petites PL. Orig. $35-$40, sale 24.99-29.99
Macy Woman sizes available at slightly higher prices.
Also available: Everyday Value Charter Club
fleece separates, always 19.98 crl.;* rrr:D/S

*SALE 34.~9
Charter Club extra-fine merino wool mock turtleneck. Assorted
colors. Misses _S-XL, petites P-L. Orig. 39.98 aty* rrcr:>t;

I

SALE 39.99
I

August SIik sweater with imitation fur trim. Assorted colors.

1•

Silk/nylon/acrylic/poly~r. Misses S-)(L Orig. $54

I <

I

4

1..-SALE 49. 99

Charter Oub print cardigan. In poinsettia and other holiday
prints. Wool. S-XL. Orig. $68 a-t:rl{rrcr:>t;

·.

SALE 39.99
Baby-cable crewneck sweater by America's favorite designer.
Cotton. Assorted colors. Misses S-XL, petites P-L. Orig. $59

•

STOREWIDE SAVINGS AND VALUES. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless identified as "all." Sale prices may include
•
reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Advertised items may not be available In every store. Original, clearance, closeout, and
permanently- or just-reduced items will remain at a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not have been in effect over the past 90 days. Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special
Purchase and now prices also wlll remain in effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance. Clearance, closeout and Special Purchase merchandise is available
while supplies last. Always/Everyday Value items are excluded from all sales, price reductions and coupons. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted in actual sales. No
mail or phone orders. Some items may be part of a sale in progress. Extra savings taken off clearance/sale prices. Extra savings and regular/sale prices in effect December 1-5.

Also shop macys.com

*Starred items are available only at Macy's.

Macy's is hiring for the holidays! We're looking
for holiday help for our stores. To apply, stop in
and ask for details in Human Resources, visit
macysjobs.com or call 888-453-MACYS (888-453-6229).
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Forever Free Family Restoration Conference Set Dec. 1O
identified
by
Pres ident
George W. Bush as having a
model program aimed at healing and restoring men and
women from various addic- ·
tions. Friday, December ·10th
at 7:00 p.m. will feature
Myles sharing how she went
from the "crack house to the
White House," havirig been a
special guest of the President
at the State of the U nion
Address.
Day two of the conference
will begin with a free 9:00
a.m. registration , 10:00 a.m.
start, and will feature a seminar and panel discu ion
which will focus on the primary issues confronting the
urban family. Guest speakers

The Black Voice News
MORENO VALLEY

Ray of H ope Ministries and
the Les Brown Speakers
Network
will
host
the
"Forever
Free
Family
Restoration
Conference"
being held D ecember 10th
through 12th in the new location of New J udah Christian
Fellowship
at
22612
Alessandro B vd. (between
Frederick and Ellsworth St.,
Moreno Valley).
These three power packed
days will feature powerful

••

Continued from Front Page
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charter. Nearly 60 percent of the
city's voters did just that by
passing Measure II on Nov. 2,
amidst a negative campaign
launched by the RPOA which
implied that if Measure II
passed, the police department's
respo!lse times to calls for service would slow down.
During the closed session, all
seven council members came to
an agreement in their vote to
further the CPRC's fight on the
subpoena issue inside the courts
if necessary.
Facing opposition by police
unions has become part and par-
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Tonja Myles

the country who are well
qualified to address and confront .the issues that are facing

families today.
Les B rown noted motivation al speaker, trainer and
a uthor will head up the contingent of guest speakers and
recording artists. Joining Les
will be Tonja Myles of B aton
R o uge, L A., w h o h as been

men and women from across

RPOA

••
••

Les Brown

Continued from Front Page

gle. At every stage of his leadership be motivated others with his
energy and optimism and
impressed others with his decency. He will be greatly missed,"
Huffman said.
Huffman and other local
NAACP leaders scoffed at critics
who complain that in recent years
the organization's 'in your face'
style and glorious history has
been overshadowed by internal
strife and misguided direction.
"Every organization needs a good
cop and a bad cop. Mfume was
the good cop, Julian Bond was
the bad cop. Both are necessary
components if an organization is
to succeed in dealing with an
increasingly partisan administration and a widely polarized society," said Riverside chapter, president Woodie Rucker-Hughes.
San Bernardino chapter president Walter Jarman said, Mfume
brought class and stability back
to the NAACP. "Let us not fall
prey to the armchair pundits who
wish to divide and conquer on
this issue." He said Mfume's
style of leadership while not loud
ancj in your face, was bold and
steadying. "His conciliatory laldback style was not one of weakness. He .fought when he needed
to fight. He successfully gave a
great old battered ship a new
paint job, a new compass, and a
renewed fighting spirit." Jarman
said. "It's now up to us to stoke
the fires and keep them burning,"
said Huffman.
Mfumes's departure comes just
a m_o nth after the NAACP
revealed that the Internal
Revenue Service is reviewing its
tax -exempt status. The IRS said
it is taking this action because of
a speech Bond gave during the
group's July convention in which
· he was sharply critical of
President Bush, the first president
since H erbert Hoover not to
address and NAACP convention.
· Days later, the president said his
relationship with the NAACP's
leadership is "basically non-existent".
Bond's speech attacked Bush's
policies on "education, the economy and the war in Iraq." Federal
exempt
organizations
are
required to be non-partisan. The
speech drew the ire of several
civil rights leaders including

eel for most cities and counties
which have created and implemented mechanisms of civilian
oversight over law enforcement
agencies.
Several ci~y and ~ounty police
review boards and commissions
have faced legal challenges
from law enforcement unions
challenging their right to subpoena officer . However, the
court systems including tho e in
California have upheld the right
to exercise s ubpoena power.
Other jurisdictions including the
city of Oakland have passed
ordinances which compel law
enforcement agencies to cooperate with their civilian boards
and commissions.

some within the NAACP. A few
days ago, an unsigned letter
mailed to members of the board
blamed Bond for generating the
IRS review and accused him of
alienating Black ministers by
supporting gay marriages. The
letter al o suggested that Mfume
is being forced out of his j ob - an
assertion he strongly denies.
On Nov. 5 Mfume sent a letter
to Bush congratulating him on
his re-election victory and
requesting a meeting to heal their
deeply strained relations. "I hope
you will agree with the idea of
sitting down together face to face
to begin a process that bridges the
chasm that for too long has divided our- organization and your
administration," he wrote.
Huffman, and Jarman agree on
the need to fill the void quickly.
, "Our next leader will build on
Mfume's life long fight for positive and lasting change in public
education, economic development, youth outreach, healthcare
and employment opportunities."
Rucker-Hughes wants to capitalize on the current momentum and
rebuild the organization's infrastructure. "Look at the historic
number of Blacks who turned out
to vote in the presidential election," she says. "Folks on both
sides of the aisle are feeling the
uncompromising squeeze of the
right. We want to use that frustration and grassroots advocacy to
grow the membership and
strengthen local branches. We
invite new voices and fresh
ideas," Huffman said.
Rucker-Hughes believes many
of the NA,:\CP's most pressing
issues will be addressed with
self-help. "We can 't rely on the
Bush administration or any one
voice to tell us how, when and
what to do to improve our communities, the NAACP or the
ideals we fighr for. An organization is as strong as its weakest
link," she said.
Since 1909, the NAACP has
been at the forefront of social
change in the U.S. It spearheaded
the fight to end white-only primary election voting. It was the
catalyst behind the U.S. Supreme
Court's 1954 decision that outlawed segregated p ublic schools.
And it sparked the explosive civil
rights movement, when Rosa
Parks, a local NAACP official,
was jailed after refusing to give
up her seat to a .white man on a
bus in M ontgomery, Ala.

NAACP

stream those who have gone
astray. Both Kim Carter and
Barbara Ellis have led the way in
voter registration of ex-offenders.
In the area of educati on,
Howard L. Williams was the first
Black male elementary teacher,
and principal in both Barstow
and Rialto. He retired after 25
years and re ides m San
Bernardino.
In the field of Business, Linda
Smith, President/CEO of Four D
Academy excels and has blazed
a trail educating future medical
professionals. Her school offers
a fully accredited program that
leads to certification in Certified
Nursing
Assistant,
LYN,
Pharmacy Technician, Health
Claim Examining, Medical
Billing, Medical A~sistant, and
Dental Assistant .The 12 year old
business boasts some 5,000
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The recently elected representative of the 47th Assembly
District Karen Bass, will be the
keynote speaker for the NAACP
Annual
Pioneer
Dinner,
December 11, at 7:00 p.m. at Cal
State University Commons.
There will be a reception at 6:00
p.m.
Bass will join th·e celebration
that will recognize outstanding
pioneers in various fields.
This year's honorees epitomize the work that it takes to
make a community great. This
year a youth divisio n has been
added. The Community Award
will be shared this year by two
women who have both been pioneer in changing the landscape
and bringing back into the ma1n-

.Help J~eed~d!
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Community Hospital. Membership
is free and .the rewards are great.
Help make a difference.
We welcome new ideas and talent to enrich our organization. We
need your help and ideas to prepare
for upcoming events for the year
2004-2005 including the parade fo'r
2005. Please be on time, as we have
a lot of material to cover.
For more Information or directions contact us at (909) 534- 176 1
or SBBCFoundation@Aol.com

The San Bernardino. Black
Culture Foundation needs your
help. We are looking for people
willing to donate their time, ideas,
efforts and skills for the benefit of
the community. Come join us on
Saturday, December 4, 2004, at 9 a.
m at the Focus 92411 building in
San Bernardino. It is located at
1859 Western Avenue across from
the pharmacy, at the rear of

will include pastor and author
Dr. Charles Phillips, Prison
Ministry · Director,
Elder
Albert Featherstone who will
talk on the subject: "How to
close tlie revolving door in
our pri on system." Myles
will also discuss how to
access money through the
Faith Based Initiative.
The conference finale will
feature a motivation and
music extravaganza with Les
Brown delivering a series of
powerful motivational and
inspirational presentatio n s.
Joining Les Sunday evening
w ill be three anointed recording artists Barbara Haynes,
Roslyn Pratt and Mary Love
Comer, who will warm your

Ka ren Bass

graduates.
l
Rev. Percy Harper, Pastor of
St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Chu_rch was selected because of
the leadership he has shown in
the smooth succession of his
me ntor the late Freeman
Williams, Sr. Under Harper 's
watch he has provided members
with leadership training that will
lead the church into the 21st
Century. He is also the
Moderator at large for the Tri
County Baptist Association.
You can judge a community
by the efforts they put into the
Arts, The NAACP feels the arts
are a vital component of the
community. Professor Kathy
Ervin has been instrumental iri
the field. Ervin has been on the
faculty of Cal State University
since 1989 and has been head of

hearts and stir up your soul.
Ti~kets for the Sunday
evenin g event (only) will be
$25.00 which can be 'purchased at Ticketweb.com or
go to Berean Christian -Stores,
Colton location, 1330 E.
Washington Ave., doors open
at 6:00 pm.
Special music min istry will
be provided by N ew Judah
C h r i,s tian Fellowship Prai se
an d Worship Team, led by
Pastor Bradford E . Comer.
T he conference 90-hosts will
be Min. Dwight Pledger and
Pastor Greg D. Williams, the
co-founders of R ay of Hope
Ministries.
For additional information
call (951) 247-3954.
the Drama Department. Among
the many courses she teaches she
teaches
African
American
Theatre and Drama.
Ken Owens is a 15-year
employee
with
the
San
Bernardino County Sheriff
Dept. has been one of a few
African Americans to be recognized for the dangerous work
that they do. He has been named
the Officer of the Year for the
City of Loma Linda and is currently working in the public
affairs department as a liaison.
This year for the first time an
area that should not be overlooked is the area of youth.
Jonathan Buffong wa selected
because of his pioneering work.
He is the co,rounder of the Youth
Corporate Officers, (YCO ) an
organization fom1atted to fight
tobacco-related products marketed in San Bernardino. He
obtained a mini grant from
TURN (Tobacco Use Reduction
Now) that allowed him to work
with high-risk youth to de-glamorize tobacco use.
"Our awardees this year are
outstanding and together they
represent what is best about our
community," said Walter Jarman
President of the San Bernardino
Branch of the NAACP. "I invite
all to come and enjoy an evening
of enlightenment and fun ," said
Cheryl Brown, dinner chair.

Subscribe & Advertise

Coming Sooll!! !
Keep reading the pages of The Black Voice
News for exciting promotional contests,
give-a-ways, and a fresh new look.

also
The collectible 2004 Underground Railroad
California Connection Tabloid will soon be
featured
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Laser Ha ir Removal for
W omen&Men
Eliminate unwanted hair from all parts of the
body quickly and safely.
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Lux ury Gran d
Ope ning S pecial

FDA approved for permanent reduction, the
LightSheer laser is specifically designed for
hair removal on dark skin tones.

How Cou1,D
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RATE FEEL

$99
per night
T 111s Goon?

Benefits from laser hair removal include relief
from in-grown hairs and rawr bumps as well
as stubble free smooth skin!

20% off all areas!
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The Gro·up Holds Awards Breakfast
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

The G roup will host its 3rd
Annual Caring Commun ity
Awards
Breakfas t
on
Thursd ay, December 2, 2004
from 7 :00 a.m. until 9:00 a.rn.
at C an y on Crest Country
Club, 975 Country Club
Drive , Riverside. The annual
event honors individuals and
organizations who have m ade

I

·'

Brown, Co-Publisher of The
Black Voice News for his coverage of State and local ballot
measures related to the 2004
election and the Riverside
Coalition
for
Public
Accountability for their grassroots efforts and education of
the public regarding Measure
II. Loc:al congregations and

a contribution in the past 12
months that are a cause for
celebration in Riverside. This
year's recipients are: R ev.
Julio Andujo, Pastor of Amos
Temple Christian Methodist
· Episcopal Church for his
work with First 5 Riversi,~e
Children . and
Families
Commission a nd th e C M E
One Church, O ne School
N ational Program; Hardy

Hardy Brown

the Riverside B ranch of the
NAACP will be recognized
for participation in The
Group's
2004
Voter
Education/Registration
Project. Donation is $25 per
person. For more information
or to RSVP call (95 1) 7807730.

Pastor Julio Andujo

'

,SCE Urges Safety Around Holiday Lights
•, Never change bulbs when the
The leaves are falling and the air
has a refreshing chill. It must be time lights are plugged in.
to string up the holiday lights. But
• Only lights and extension cords
before you do, SCE cautions you to designed for outdoor use should be
play it safe by following these helpful used outdoors.
• Unplug lights when you leave
suggestions:
• Check all indoor and outdoor home or go to bed. Use a timer so
decorative lighting for frayed cords, they're on only during the hours you
broken wires and loose connections. select. This can also help you save
If you find a problem, throw the energy.
· • Only three strands of lights per
strand away!
• Only use UL approved lighting electrical cord/outlet. An overload
could cause a short circuit and a fire
and cords .
." Keep electrical connections off danger.
• Keep indoor trees well watered so
the ground and away from moisture.
Water and electricity are a deadly _they won't dry out and become a fire
hazard.
·
combination!
• Keep lights away from carpeting,
• When hanging the lights, make
sure the staples, tacks or nails do not furniture, drapes and other compierce the wires. Use plastic zip bustible materials.
• Never use lighted candles on trees
cords instead.

f .
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GRANITE

& ·

MARBLE
I NSTALLATION

&
or decorations. During power outages use on! y flashlights.
For more information, visit

www.sec.com and click on "Safety
First."
20

Caring for the Caregivers ·
Ernest

LEVISTER, JR.
f
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Dear Dr. Levister:_ My father
is terminally ill. Years ago he
abandoned our family.
jWith nowhere to go, I reluctantly became his caregiver.
Lately I have been plagued with
feelings of guilt, headaches,
insomnia, and crying spells.
Have I fallen into an emotional
minefield?
K.W.
Dear K. W. Now that you have
made the decision to care for
your ailing parent, despite your
estranged p ast, chances are
you've overlooked the most

important thing you can d_o both for yourself and your parent
- care for yourself. Your parP.nt's care can easily consume an
r,
ever-expanding part of your life.
It may begin with a few phone
calls here; some visits there,
questions for doctors and
lawyers. Then, more visits.
More worrying. More phone
calls. Before you know it - and
sometimes without you even
realizing it - you are too busy
for friends, distant from your
spouse, distracted at work,
sleepy and tired of being tired.
You need to use all the help
that is available, decide how
much you are able to give, and
then accept that there are limits
to what you or anyone else can.
do in this situation. Gain some
perspective, pace yourself and

curb you instinct to want to "fix"
everything. If there were such a
thing as Caregivers Anonymous,
the first step in the p.rogram
would be get rid of that little
voice inside you that says, I can
do it all, I am responsible for
everything, and whatever l do,
it's never enough.
Here are some .tips to help you
stay afloat: Set limits; As hard as
thfa is, you may be. surprised to
discover that setting some limits
will relieve your guilt and ease
some tension. Take a realistic
look at the situation and draw
some boundaries. Examine your
motivation; Why are you helping your parent. Do you view
your parent's care as a burden or
what you choose to do? Accept
and enlist help; Limit what you
do by getting others involved as

H&l's Armstrong Transmissions
"H&L has my car running like
the energizer battery; it j ust
keeps going and going and
-going 400,000 miles later! "
-

.. /....

Year s
Experien~e

soon as possible. If a neighbor,
sibling or friend offers to lend a
hand, say yes. Learn to say no;
Convince ·. yourself that saying
no to certaiq requests is not only
okay, but he'althy. Practice saying no. Be fair but firm in your
resolve. 1:herapy can be helpful
in sorting out feelings of anger
and betrayal. Only you can create the right balance for yourself. Make lemonade out of
lemons. F,ind ways to tum this
crisis into a win - win.

RIVERA.

STONE
7171 Jurupa, Unit 23
Riverside, CA 92504

For additional information
about African American Health
visit the African American
Health
Network
at
www.aahn.com
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-------H&L Auto' Repair

Free Brake Inspection
Oil Change Special $13.95
$29-.95 Premium Oil .change
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-----Tell them you saw it in
---,
r---------The Bia.ck Voice
H&l:s Armstrong Transmission

M arion Black,Vernon Company, Rialto, CA

(A $49.95 value)
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Two Great locations

-
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Free Diagnosis ($65.00 Value)
Transmission Service Special: includes
pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of ATF
(filter extra) (an $80.00 value)
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Axl~s most cars starting at $75.95
· 1 Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.00

H&L's Armstrong Transmissions

H&l Auto Repair

8651 Indiana Avenue
RIVerslde, CA 92504

3159 lluk Lane
RIVerslde, CA 92501

1
I

909-681-2821

909-684-0605

L

w/ 24,000 mile warranty
36,000 warranty (ask for details)

-
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All promotions are subject to change at any time and if you do not have coupon present.
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

SPORTS
The last
word on the
Motown
Melee!

0

k, before I engage you in this much-debated discour e, I know
my headline is overstated. There is no such thing as the last word
concerning the Melee ·in Motown; the brawl heard around the
world will be regurgitated until the cows c'ome home.
What I hate most about that brawl was that I was not there! I know that
is callous, self-serving nonsense, but I missed it.
I cover almost every Piston's home game, but I had just traversed the
rush-hour traffic the day before to interview Venus and Serena Williams, so
I just could not pull the trigger to go drive another 30 miles down the 75
Interstate Freeway the next day.
I told myself, the Indiana Pacers will be back here at least two more
times. So, I went and watched ome high school football playoff games
instead.
Later in the evening, I was with some friends at Half-Past Three an\i we
all were mesmerized by what we saw happening at The Palace of Auburn
Hills.
.
It was a surreal moment, as we watched the Pacers and Pistons' fa_ns
engage each other in fisticuffs " okay ... it was a little one sided for the
Pacers.
Quick as Carl Lewis negotiating the 100-yard dash in any Olympics, the
NBA Commissioner, David Stem, and his cronies dished out an unprecedented set of suspensions.
Pacers forward Ron Artest received a 73-game suspension and lost over
$5 million in salary, guard Stephen Jackson is out for 30-games and lost
close to $2 million in wages and NBA All-Star forward Jennaine O'Neal
got 25-games and $4.5 million in lost earnings. In addition, Pacer guards
Reggie Miller received one-game and Anthony John on received a fi vegame suspension.
Conversely, Pistons center Ben Wallace received six-games and his teammates guard Chauncey Billups, center Eldon Campbell and forward Derrick
Coleman all received one-game suspensions.
Now, I agree Stem had to dish out tangible punishment; however, I
believe there was a rush to judgment to appease the media and white corporate America.
The punishment did not fit the crime. It seems when professional basketball players, wqom in most cases are African-Americans, engage in a transgression, the overblown "What's wrong with those hip-hop generation athletes" comes flowing off the lips of the sports talking heads.
I know many of today's Black athletes and I find them approachable,
intelligent and community minded. Painting Basketball's professionals
with the broad negative brush seems to be fashionable.
What Artest did was unquestionably wrong! A player should never go
into the stands. That action will almost always produce a negative consequence. I believe a 30-game suspension for Artest would have been fairer.
Although I believe Artest made a mistake attacking the fans, I do understand
the emotion that produced the bedlam and Stem should have too,.when he
pompously unleashed those Pacer suspensions.
Artest was already at a heightened frenzied state, following one of the
hardest shoves by Wallace to Artest's throat I have even seen in a basketball
fight. The aggrieved Pacer held onto his cool and did not retaliate. Then
comes pie bottle to the throat/ face.
Artest's actions were precipitated by two personal attacks " Wallace and
The Overzealous Fan." Again, I really understand the feeling of being vi.olated and disrespected. Just because an athlete makes a million dollars doesn't mean he or she becomes a non-caring, no emotion robot.
Being a millionaire has nothing to do with a person's ability to take personal, physical abuse. Can you honestly say you would let someone, anyone throw water or beer in your face and it would be okay? I' 11 answer, no,
no no!
To a large degree Ben sparked that riot u:i Auburn Hills with the intensity he attacked Artest; it raised the ire of the Pistons' f~ns against Artest,
especially since they were getting finnly spanked at home.
Former Piston John Salley started another uproar, when he said On The
Best Damn Sports Show that the Pistons dummied-down to a lowe~ level of
fans by lowering ticket prices to accommodate the beer guzzling, truck-driver types. Many took offense to that; but it seemed to have been delivered
tongue-in-cheek.
As for- the fans, I really do not understand why the NBA, the oqly professional game where the fans are on top of the action, allows hecklers to
denigrate the athletes in the mean-spirited and malicious manner in which
they do around the league.
I generally sit right behind the visiting team's bench on the floor, and
I've seen the guy Artest went after and he is the worst heckler at
Palace.
He is relentless in his negative urgings. I'm sure that's why Artest went after
him because he bad been riding him alJ game.
.
It's annoying sitting there trying to write your story and this guy is right
behind my ear screaming negative mess, and getting personal with it. I
would like to see people like that put out or at least told to calm down.
As for the Basketball-Brawl, it does not shine a negative light on Detroit
or give the City a black eye. It is, without a doubt, however, a black eye to
civility and courtesy, all of which appears to be penneating downward
throughout America. And that is the last word!
'

Contact Sports Depamnenr: at (909) 682-6070 or pressrelease@ blackvoicenews.com
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Trojan's Keep Rolling
ty in all area to make big plays." said
Notre Dame head coach Tyrone
Willingham.
On its first possession Norte Dame
completed a 13 play 92-yard drive to
score first. Af~er a USC field goal, the
Irish put together another stellar 12
play 73-yard drive ending with a field
goal. With a 10-3 lead after the •first
quarter the coliseum crowd of 92,6 11
were primed for another legendary
shoot-out reminiscent of those that
made this rivalry legendary.
There was one problem though,
USC had completed its calculations,
sized up Norte Dame's weaknesses,
and handed the diagnosis to Leinart in
_preparation for surgery. On its next
possession USC completed a 12 play
Photos by Robert Attica! - BVN Staff
73-yard drive culminating with a 12Rising Star - USC freshman wide receiver Dwayne Jarrett takes advantage of a block from .
yard touchdown pass •from Leinart to
De mond Reed. Jarrett had 6 catches for 102 yards.
most logical point of attack is decided,
super freshman Dwayne Jarrett to tie
USC Records third straight
the information is passed along from
the game at 10-10 at halftime and the
31 point victory over the Irish
Norm Chow high up in the
Trojans never looked back.
press box to Matt Leinart in ~ U_S_C_v_s....:.,.
U_C_L_A~ USC went on to score two
USC 41 Notre Dame 1o
the form of a play calling
touchdowns and a field goal
adJ·ustments.
At
that
point
it
in
the third quarter. Matt
Los Angeles-After taking what
Rose Bowl
would seem like Norte Dame's best
becomes almost surgical, and
Lienart threw touchdowns to
shot USC countered, jabbed and evenboy can Lineart operate!
Saturday 1 :30 p.m.
Dwayne Jarrett of 12 and 57
tually delivered a devestating knockout
The first quarter of
yards.
Saturday's game between USC and
"We have so many great players it
blow to the struggling Irish. It's
Notre Dame followed that exact script.
makes my job easy.. .I just go out there
becoming a trademark of this Trojan
Norte Dame led 7-3 after one quarter
and just try to make plays" said Jarrett.
Team. Like a crafter boxer, it se~ms to
defer from coming out of the gate with
of play pushing the Trojan defense
The victory marks the third consecaround handily.
utive year that USC/ has beaten the
anything risky. The Defense plays relIrish
running
back
duo
Ryan
Grant
Irish
by exactly 31 points. Norte Dame
atively straight up, not risking much.
and Darius Walker rushed for a comstill has a commanding lead in the
The Offense seems to run a scripted set
pf plays much like solving a math
bined 169 yards, a noteworhy accomseries 42-29-5, but the Trojans have
problem designed specifically to. test
plishment compared_ to its passing
put together a run that may be just getsome untested theofl)' regarding · the
efforts totaling a mere 105 yards.
ting staljled.
opponent's strengths and weaknesses.,
"We did not find a way to make big
u.., J
g111O1ugome0· can be ret1ched a, gmo111gom£1f) @a11.11e1
Once the test results are in and the
plays and they did. It was our inabili1

San· Bernardino Cardinal Midgets

Photos by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff
2004 Midget Division Champions - The San Bernardino Cardinal Midget Divisipn team completed a rare perfect season.

San Bernardino-The San Bernardino Cardi- Rancho Cucamonga.
nals completed an undefeated season ( 10-0) culCardinal Head Coach Dwaine Radden credits
minating with a 18-0 shut-out of the Rialto War- the "The Cardinal motto... Discipline, Determinariors to claim the Mt. Baldy Conference Champi- tion and Dedication equals a winner;both on and
onship.
off the field."
The Cardinal win put an end to seven years of • The Champion Cardinals will now travel to
dominance by perennial powers Fontana and Yuma, Arizona to compete in the Lettuce Bowl

where they will play against teams f;om both
California and Arizona.
Pop Warner's Midget Division is comprised of
players 14-years old. Most of these young men
will head to various area High Schools next season, but wherever they go the "Cardinal Motto"
will follow.

H·igh School Playoffs
Temescal Canyon over
Arroyo Valley In CIF playoff shootout!
Temescal Canyon 38 Arroyo Valley 28
By Jon D. Gaede
Bvn Staff
San Bernardino - The Temescal Canyon Titans had beaten the
Arroyo Valley Hawks earlier in the season, however, high school

football teams can mature and changt; a great deal in two months.
Most predicted there would be a great deal of scoring in this quarter-final showdown.
The contest featured an undefeated TemescaJ Canyon squad,
seeded number two in CIF Division 5 and an explosive Arroyo
Valley team led by USC bound Michael Coleman.
Sixty-six combined points were put up by the Hawks and
Titans,. but the story of the game was actually the turnovers.
Arroyo Valley went to the halftime locker room down by twenty
points. The Hawks t1,1med up their athleticism in the second half
and trailed the Titans by only six points at 27-21. The Hawk
momentum wa _slowed by a brilliant 8 minute drive which culminated in another rushing touchdown for the Titans. The score put

the Titans up 35-21.
Michael Coleman gave his
best athletic effort in his last
high school game as he
rushed for 90 yards on 13
quarterback carries and
passed for another 230
yards on 12 of 24 attempts.
Coleman was unlucky holding on to the bal), losing it
four times, two on forced
fumbles and two interceptions. Justin Marvel led the
Hawk receivers with fo ur
catches for 108 yards.
Temescal Canyon's Jared
Zinda was their workhorse
as he rushed for 203 yards
Photos by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff
on 40 carries. The Titans, at
USC Bound • Quarterback Michael Coleman
will play for the #1 use Trojans next season, 12-0 will now face a tough
Norco team in the CIF
Semi-Final on Friday night. Arroyo's Michael Coleman closes out
an outstanding season as a four year starter and will now don the,
cardinal & gold of the USC Trojans.
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Some Pastors are Lusting for a Different Life
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Submit ypur church news to
The Black Voice News

9¢19.682.6070
CHR.I.ff'T LJVIN(j W oR.t> INSTITUTE

Five '.fold Ministry Preparatory School
Earn a Certificate of Ministry (C.Min)
:lasses start every six weeks
Saturday classes
(9 1) 662-9432 24210 Postal Ave.
Moreno Valley CA 92552

VISIT A
CHURCH
OF YOUR
CHOICE

REV. JANICE TURNER, PRESIDENT/DEAN

G RACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VAI.I.EY

Let them know
you saw it in

Black pastors, but Whites also ...:. is
we have no place. for pastors to
recover. If you deal with a CEO, you
By Hazel Trice Edney
can put him in a Betty Ford Clinic
NNPA Washington Correspondent
and then rehabilitate them and send
them back. Yet, the church, for all of
Rev. Kenneth Dennis seemed to
its touting of being a hospital, has no
have it _all. At 38, he was the sucrooms for its shepherds."
cessful pastor of the socially active
Because of that lack, Jak~s organGreater Mount Moriah Baptist
ized a three-day pastors' conference
Church in Richmond, Va. He was
in September and called it "Leading
also serving as the first Black chapWhile Bleeding." It drew more than
lain of the city police department.
6,000 clerics from across the 9ounAnd he was highly respected as a
try to his Potter's House in Dallas.
leading clergyman in the communi"A lot of clergy feel like it's a disty.
grace to the cross to get counselThat was 10 years ago. Now,
ing," Jakes explains. "They don't
Dennis could be headed for a jail.
want to admit that prayer didn't fix
Twice convicted of drunk driving
it. So they're embarrassed to go to
and once convicted of cocaine-posanybody and say, 'I need help.' But
session over the past seven months,
the Bible says that in the multitude
he has attended a string of court
of counsel there is safety."
hearings and enrolled in drug and
Some ministers say their denomialcohol rehabilitation. J\!ext month,
nations haven't provided that safety.
· a judge will decide whether to send
"Unlike the Catholic Church,
him to prison.
which has a very clear procedure for
Similar stories are repeated in city
this type of behavior, there's not a
after city, leaving behind devastated
defined procedure for this type of
wives and families, angry and d1v1dbehavior in protestant denominaed congregations, preachers fighting
tions, those denominations that have
their own leadership boards and
self-autonomy
like
the
ending tortured in personal humiliaCongregational Church, the Baptist
tion and self-loathing.
Church," says Rev. Anthony Evans,
"It's an epidemic," Bishop T. D.
president of the Washington,
Jakes says in an interview. "Most
D.C.- based National Black Church
clergy become clergy because they
Initiative, representing approxifeel called to make,a difference and
mately 6,000 congregations comthey have passion for people in pain
mitted to promoting physical, emobecause they've been there themtional, spiritual and mental health
selves. But just because a doctor is a
among their members and the comphysician doesn' t mean that he can' t
munity. "I ·believe there should be
get the flu. And I think it's important
procedures within that denominathat we understand that our pastors .
tion to remove them from pastoral
are men. And they have issues and
ministry for a leng~h of time that it
they have problems and the great
can be determined that the person is
mistake that we have made and have
•not corrected to this date - not just healed from that sin."
Hundreds of ministerial leaders
WASHINGTON (NNPA)

·New .Hope Hosts
Women & Girls Retreat
Vie Btock Ynice Newi
SAN BERNARDINO

The New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church Missionary
Society located at 1575 West
17th Street, San Bernardino
invites the area women and girls
to their women and girls retreat
"Mountain High-Valley Low"
(it's in the valleys that we grow)
at the Oak Glen Christian

SHEPHERD 'S

Gospel Time
Sunday 1 :00 pm

1570 AM
for

Advertisement call
. Dr. Dorothy Shepherd
I

(909) 597-7134

stepped forward at the Jakes conference,- confessing to weaknesses,
failures and sins that they would
normally preach about to their congregations. Following the conference, Jakes has been directing pastors to the American Association of
Christian Counselors (AACC) in
Forest, Va., which has a network of
7,000 counselors across the country.
Timothy E. Clinton, president of
the AACC, says many ministers are
conflicted.
"In ministry, we' re often placed
on a pedestal and expected to be
perfect. And in many ways, that is
scriptural. God expects for us to
lead from a position of strength and
to be 'blameless' like the word says
in I Timothy 3:2," Clinton explains.
"And out of that I think. we first
detach ourselves almost from being
human. So it's the human parts of
ourselves that get hidden. They say,
'If I do show some type of weakness
or sin in my life, where do I tum
without being betrayed and sold
out?'"
Steve Gallagher, president of Pure

Life Ministries, a Dry Ridge, Ky.based counseling center for
Christians plagued with sexual mi!i.,behavior, is not as sympathetic.
"Number one, if a man is serious
and really wants help, if he's to the
point that he's desperate for help, he
is going to find it," says the former
Los Angeles police officer. "And
number two, the Lord is a factor in
this as well because when a man
starts crying out for help to the Lord,
God answers and He wiU do what he
can to help a person."
Dennis,
the
pasta; from
Richmond, did not cry out for help.
"People see their minister as a

POMONA

The retreat will be held
D ecember 3-5, 2004 and the
cost is $87 .00 which includes
lodging ·and all m eals . It will be
a spirit-filled w eekend as well
as fun-filled.
To reserve your space, please
call Arietta Carpenter (909)
864-0927. The church number
is (909) 887-2526.

Mt. Calvary
Missionary Baptist
Church of Riverside
is seeking youth
choir musician.
Please Contact are
Administrative office
(951) 684-6480 or
(951) 283-0184

Wlwsever will. let him come.'
"All are Welcome •·
Sunday S,uhool
9:00 a.m.
Sunday V\lorshi p Service
I0:30 a.m. ·
Wednesday N ight Live Bible Study
7:30 p.111 .
OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
"To en. ny God wgerher and share Him with
Others"

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

Highwaiy to Heaven f?roadcast
with
Rev. LeRc i Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
H:>ly Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Go!spel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
.
Inspiration ap ross America Gospel Music Count6oym
~ aturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM

'

e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Lerpilacey@AOL.com

(!909) 688-1570
We Don't Do Church
-We Do Ministry
-~ -- ----

✓

t
.

.

Services
Sunday

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Thursday 11 :00a:m

Bible Study

I
"

·-. ,.

"!'1
· · ·. ·
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Phillip & Denise Powell
Senior Pastor & First Lady

Primm Celebrates Annivers.a ry
The Black Voice News

Conference Center in Yucaipa,
California.

kind of a robot, I guess. And if you
reach out for help, it shows that you
are human. People don' t want their
minister to be human. They want a
god," he says. He pointed out that
most biblical heroes had flaws.
David, for example, was an adulterer and murderer. Paul had persecuted Christians. Dennis says, "That's
why God used them."
. ·Dennis, whose story has made
headlines in Richmond, says he
feels better now·that he has no more
secrets about his lifes tyle. His con~
gregation voted to keep him as pastor. "I' ve lost a bunch of so-called
friends," he says. "I don't get to
preach at other churches anymore.
Other than that, 1' m okay."
Jakes says pastors play a special
role in Black America.
"The Black community has never
had a president, only a preacher.
And from Frederick Douglass to
Martin Luther King to Jesse Jackson
to AI Sharpton to T. D. Jakes, it
doesn't matter, who you want to
name, they' re ·always clergy," he
says. "And so, if we lose our clergy,
what then? We mti'st preserve them.
And when they're sick, we must
heal them. And wlien they 're broken, we must fix them."
No one · knows know many pastors need to be fixed. A "Christianity
Today" magazine survey discovered
that 23 percent of the 300 pastors
who responded to its survey admitted to having been sexually involved
with someone other than their wife.
Hasani Pettiford, author of the
book, "Pi mpin' fro m the Pulpit to
the Pews, Exposing & Expelling the
Spirit of Lust in the Church," writes
that sexual immorality has been the
church's dirty little secret.

African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Website: graceoftemeculavallyamechurch.org

The Black
Voice News

Bishop T. D. Jakes presides over the altar call for ministerial leaders during September's "Leading While Bleeding" conferenc e.
The Black Vo ice News
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Primm Tabernacle A.M.E. has
been a beacon of light and service
for !08 years in Pomona and the
Inland Valley.
Rev. Delman Howard and members are happy to announce the
Anniversary Celebration of Primm
on Sunday, December 12, 2004.
This celebration will take_place at
the Church located at 1938 Towne
Avenue, Pomona, California.
Records indicate that Primm
Tabernacle A.M.E. is the oldest
African American Church in the
_Inland Valley. Primm fust opened
its doors for worship service at 3rd.
and Olive Street and later moved to

10th and Thomas Street. Under the
dynamic leadership of the late
Reverend C. Melred Carter Primm
then moved to its current location.
Reverend Carter served as the
Pastor of Primm unselfishly and
tireless! y_for 18 years.
This year's Anniversary will be
focus~d on dedicating the Church
Fellowship Hall in memory of
Reverend C. Melred Carter.
Reverend Carter's beloved spouse
Mrs. Ruth Carter, children, grandchildren, other family members and
friends will be in attendance.
Church service will begin at 10:00 '
a.m. with the dedication to follow.
We invite you to attend to help us
celebrate this historical event.

~Ui~'7~ol,

-Z>~ ~ ~

Randy D. Triplett
Pastor & Foun der
District Elder

Sunday School 10am
Sund:ily AM Service llam-l:30pm
&unday PM Service 6pm
Wepnesday Bible Study 7pm

6S3-86,'3 1 Office • 653-8634 Pastor
653-8680 FAX
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

3349 Ru >ido ux Boulevard ~ Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free o. (877) 684-Life ~ Fax No. (909) 684-8 117
w vw.LIFECHURC HRIVERS IDE.org
'Celebrating 16 YellrS of Ministry "
C hurch Mo no: TRY GREAT TH INGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT G REAT THI NGS FROM GOD !

Miracle Healing Service • Every Isl Sunday Evening 6:00 pm ·
Come believing God for your healing deliverance and breakthroui,ih!

MT CALVARY MISSIONARY B · PTIST CHURCH
"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED AU THINGS, AND BY YOUR WIU
THE Y EXIST AND WERE
CREATED. "
Rt:V. 4,11

PROGRESSIVE AND INCLUSIVE
MINISTRY
\

I

~~~~p SERVICES:

WEDNESDAY
s,m, 9:45am. 11 :30um, 6pm

BIBLE STUDY:

(Cla~~es for all Age,)
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9:45A.M .
'
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (aku Yo• •h Church) rRIDAX
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES :
SUPPORT GROUP :
4pm

7:00pm

7:30pm.

(Every I SI and 3rd)

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(95 1) 781-0443
Administrative Office
(95 1) 684-6480

Seeks Musicians For
10:00 a.m . Sunday Worship

Call 909 519-0392
P,uwr Henry Combs Jr. w 11J wife Cmf.m rulra

Sunday School . . . . .. . ... ...... .... ..9:30 am
Sunday Worship , .... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 10:45 am
Wednesday Bible Study ..... .... . . ... .7:00 pm
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) .... . ... . . .8:30 am

LIFE CHRIST IAN ACADEMY (Preschool through 4th Grade)
Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info.
Our "UV ING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast airs weekly on
Dir :T
ork PST every Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm ,md on T he
Church Channel on Sunday at 6:30pm.

'

A Chr ist-Centered ministry in-a contemporary setti ng with a cutting edge message for all!
Come to Life~ IT WILL CHANGE YOURS!

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community
The Black Voice News
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·Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™
remember the Cross .... focus on the Wor<frM
Lacy Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastor/reacher

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-15(,4

I

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 92518
951/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org
Sunday Services: Worship 8:00 a.m. Lessons for Lif : 9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.
Nursery/Child care services are now vailable at both services.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; B ible Study at 7:30 p.m.

NEW 8:00 A.M. SERVI• El JOIN Us...
is a biblically-based
church that is personal, practical and purposefu" .
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP ( HURCH™

Lacy Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes .

Teaching, preaching, minister,

Bethel AME Church

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

Wed Service
Sun Service

7:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.

e9Churc:h.org

(1/2 Block South of Ontario Ave.)

Wednesday Bible Study

51 O West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 917158
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

email@imanitemple.net
Service Schedule

St. Paul African Methodis,t
Episcopal Church
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

<fl.

Sunday
Worship Services

8:00 am
11 :00 am
9:30 am

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

7:00 pm
Rev. Anthony Hughes

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcopal
Church
4009 Locust (at l 0th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 l
(95 J) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-i-iv.org
Weekly Services

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

Valley Fellowship Sev~nth Day Adventist Church]
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Chua-ch
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program /
5:00 pm
Bible Study & Prayer
7:00 pm

11 :00 am
9:30 am
10:00 am

www.copim.org

Sunday Worship Experience
Celestial Praise
8:00 A.M .
Pentecostal Praise 10:30 A.M.

Mid-Week Service
Wednesdays @ 7:00 PM.

Walk With Jesus Cathedral
" An Arena for the Miraculous"

820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.'l,'hursday Bibel .Revival
7:00 p.m.
Paily "Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
I 0:00- 12 noon

''The Healing Place"
5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(951) 352-4 196 - OFFICE
(951) 352-4538 - FAX

Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

9:00 am
10:30 am

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220
Weekly Services
9:30 am
11:00 am
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Wed. 7 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

7:00 pm .

Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
·
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every 1st s·unday Communion after 11:00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

ORDEfl OF SERVICES

hHp://netministries.org/see/charmin/cm07374

Amos Temple CME

SERVICE TIMES

Pastor Joseph and
Verdean Gueste

12 noon

951 680 -204-Lf.

•Preacher •Teacher Conference 'Speaker
To order Tapes:

R,•1 /'auf \
\11111/m rl. If /111

3100 N. State Street / PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510

Invites You to Worship God With Us
at Sugar Hill School 24455 Old
Country Rd ., Moreno Valley on
Sundays 10:30a.m, thru 12:30p.m.
Pas tor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Vera Brown Sisler
Heard on
KPRO Radio
1570 AM Radio
Mondays 7:45 Am

7480 SJerli ng Avenue
P.d Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 924 lO
Lhebookofacts@earthlink.net
Weekly Ser vices
Prayer Tuesday
10:00 am
Thursday
5:30 pm
Friday
10:00 am
5:30 pm
Bible Study Wed.
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
Sunday Worship ·
11 :00 ~111
T v.' Oroadca!\t Sundar Ch. 49 at 5:00 pm

Weekly Services

Pastor Eullas J. &
Evang. Monica
James

With

The Book of Acts

(951) 779-0088

7:00 pm

9:15 am
9:15 am
11 :00 am
4:30 pm

Mid-Week Bible Study
Wednesdays @ 7:00 P.M.

St. TimothyCommunity Church

Bible Study

Weekly Services

Worship Servic·e
Sunqay 9:30 A.M .

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

. Prayer & Bible Study

(951) 276-8374

Gwen Rose
Senior Pastor

New Joy Baptist Church

Sun. School
9:45 am
Sun. New Members' Class 9:45 am
Worship Service Sun.
8:00 am
Worship Service Sun.
11 :15 am

Thursday

The Tent ~ Riverside Campus
2591 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
(951) 369-8742

Radio Ministry
Harvest of Praise
KPRO 1570 AM
Sunday @ 7:00 PM
Wednesday @ 6:00 AM

.

body"
Weekly Sen,ices

Wednesday

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.
Overseer - Visionary

Sunday Sch90l
9:15 a.m.
Morning Wo,rship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.rn.

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(951) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is some-

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

Rev.Jullo A.
Andujo

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(951 ) 359-0203
Weekly Services
Sunday School (all ages)
9:00a.rrr.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
, 9:00 a .m.
Worship
10:00 a .m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11:30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

LITILE ZION MlsSIONARY BAPITST CHURCH
2276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 924 1 l
..--r~--.

(909) 887-2813

Pastor Iris Hailu

KPRO RADIO 15 70 AM - WED. 2:00

e-mail:tailhful199714@cs.com
Phone: 909-352-330 1 Fax: 909-352-3301

P.M. • SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Alpha & Associates Christian Center
Services inside Holiday Inn Select

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

SUN.

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(95 1) 485-6993

(951) 243-5147
(951) 247-48n-Fax
Weekly Services
SUNDAY
Pastors Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson ·

Sund,•,y School
Sund~y Morning Worship
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues.
Mid eek Bible Study, Wed.

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
t2:30 pm
7:00p:m.

,15854'Slerra Lakes Pkwy• Fontana, CA
92336
(909) 202-4887 - RainbowCPC@aol.com
Mal/Ing Address
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA 92334

5, 13 34th Street
Riv rs ide , CA 92509

Youth Ministry
Pastor Ronald
Woods

Deliverance session and counseling by appointmen1

FIRST SAT.
Men 's Ministry

School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School · 9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am,
Wednesd,3.y
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 pm
Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 9250S\
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

18461 Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92508

.

(95 1) 81 2-3509
(95I) 782-9904
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682-98 IO
(951) 780-2240
(95 1) 684-8782
(951) 788-9218
(95\) 687-7454

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Bueler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock

(909) 381-2662
Sclredu/e of Worship Service

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

Weekly Services
Sul!day School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor
& Bible Study
7:00 pm
NewVision Christian Melhodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Communily Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGlC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Communily Missionary Baptist
Firs1Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

LA'ND COGIC

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(95 1) 682-4407

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

"Let the Healing Begin"
HOLY

W ekly Services

10800 Hole Ave., See #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
l 8991Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Lulher King Blvd.
9191Colorado Ave.

12:00 noon

6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

TUES.
New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

(951) 686-5171

Thomas
Senior Apostle

6 :30 - 8: 30 p.m.

MON.

New Century ~aptist
Church

Dr. D.C. Nosakhere

WED.
Women's Ministry

Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.1'1'.
Sunday Education
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :15 a.m.

WEBKLY SERVICES

Rainbow Community Praise
Center Int'l

Moreno Valley Mission CME
Bright LighcFull Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Chwch Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDAChurch
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Parle Avenue Baptist Church
The Living Word Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church

Mailing Address - P.O. Box 5390 Riverside, CA 92517

The Tabernacle ~ Rialto Campus
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

ain
am
am
am

One Church ~ Two Locations
"A Church in the Community for the Community''

111"1'~11-~TlOIIA'- ••N 1 •TIII ■•

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
951.683.2916
Weekly Services

Early Prayer
Sat. 8:30
Bible School
Sat. 9:30
Children's Sabbath School Sat 9:30
Praise & Worship Service Sat 11 :00

"A church changing IIVft.
. . So that soula may be saved."

CATHEDRAL .OF PRAISE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES

CA'fflW:llllA&. Of',.._

Good News
Community Church

Services

Elder Derrick Anderson
Pastor

Pastor Paula D.
Johnson

Come celebrate with us Aug. 8th
Chu rch Anniversary (S un. 6 p.m.)

7:00 pm

(909) 887-1718

Throne Room Worship
w/Amanda Ramsey Sunday 8:00 am
Masterlife Institute
Sunday 9:00 - 9:50 a .m.
Worship Service
Sunday 10:00 a.m.
lmani Village
Childrens Church
Sunday 10 a.m.
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Sunday Schoof
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m,

(909) 284-1710

(909) 864- l l 81 or 730-9325
www.coronacomame.org

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

--~l&trl-

601 W. McKinley
Pomona, CA 91768

8:00 am

Sunday Worship

Location TBA

Morning Worshlp .
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Pastor T, Ellsworth Gantt, II

Faith and Love Outreach Ministry

Corona Community
A.'1.E. Church

16262 Ba~eline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where everybody is somebody"
SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Every 1st Sunday
l0:00 ,a.m.
Sunday Service
11 :00 a.m.
PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BlBLESTUDY
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecB aptist@ Earth Iink. net
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
7:30 am
Sunday School
9:00 am
Mid-Morning Worship
10:15 am
Nursery Open
10:15 am
Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
7:00 pm
Bible Study
7:45 pm
"Second in Name, First in Love"

8368 BeechAve.
15854 Carter Streel
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOI
1575 West 171h Street
939 Clay Streel
277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

9:30AM
11:OOAM
7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pascoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Fon1ana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

& Josephine Lenoir

Rev. J. Dwighc Jackson
Dr D.C. Nosalhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicuu
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell
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New Smooth Jazz and Classic Rock Radio Stations Hit the TemeculaValley
The TemecuJa Valley is a highly
desired location for radio stations
because of its growing highincome population. Valley residents have a higher disposable
income than otller parts of
Riverside County. They als.o have
a higher percentage of home ownership and home cost than the
Riyerside County average.
"We believe these higher measurements of success in the
Temecula Valley will attract local,
regional and national advertisers to
provide the needed support for the
stations," said Ridzak
94.5 Smooth Jazz boasts music
play list from smooth jazz programming legend Alan Keppler,
who also programs the 94.7 the
The Black Voice News

TEMECULA

"Local, Local, Local," that is
how Station Manager Bob Ridzak
describes the programming of new
radio stations Classic Rock Q103 .3 KTMQ and 94.5 Smooth
Jazz KMYT.
Before the new format change
both stations simulcast music from
radio stations in San Diego, KTMQ
formerly KGGB simulcasting KGB
and KMYT simulcasting KMTI.
"They ate great stations but they
just didn't give the local community the service they need. Now we
are going to service the Temecula
Valley with local news, weather,

•

Wave, WNUA in Chicago and 50radio station's nation wide. "Alan
is the Barry Bonds of smooth jazz
radio and we ru:e lucky to have him.
He knows how to program the
music that the mooth jazz audience wants to hear," said Ridzak.
New announcers will also be on
the air. Starting December 2, 2004
Christina Kelly will host the morning show from 5:00 am to 9:00 am.
Christina was formerly the morning personality at QlOl WJDQ-FM
a Clear Channel Radio station in
Meridian, Mississippi where she
hosted
the' morning
show
"Christina and the Ken-Man," and
the "Q Morning Zoo".
"We won't have as raucous a
show on 94.5 Smooth Jazz as we

did in Meridian, but we will still
have lots of fun ," said Kelley.
Ridzak plans to announce new
announcers for both stations in' the
weeks to come. "Keep listening
baby great things are corning," he
said.
Clear Channel Radio owns Q103.3 KTMQ and 94.5 Smooth
Jazz KMYT and no sale occurred.
The stations merely changed formats and acquired local management from Clear Channel's
Riverside County office headed by
Ridzak. The stations Join other
area stations: KGGI 99. l FM,'1290
AM Radio Disney, the Toad KTDD
1350 AM and 1440 AM KDIP also
managed from the Riverside office.

public service announcements,
advertising and play great music,"
said Ridzak.
Excitement is evident in
Ridzak's voice as he talks about his
new stations but especially about
94.5 Smooth Jazz. "You know
when I think about the Temecula
Valley I think about wine and when
I think about wine I think about
Jazz! But you just couldn't hear
Smooth Jazz on the radio before in
the Valley. You can't hear the
WAVE broadcast from Lo~ Ang~les
and you can't get KIFM from San
Diego. Now the Valley has its own
smooth jazz station - 94.5 Smooth
Jazz.

Fat Albert's Greatest Hits: the
Ultimate Collection

animated characters, including
Fat Albert, Rudy, Mushmouth
On December 14, 2004,
and Weird Harold. A special
Urban Works
Entertainment
collection of these historic
proudly presents the return of an
eP,i~odes have been compiled
American original with, the'
into one box set,-..Fat Alben.'
DVD debut of Fat Albert's
Greatest Hits- The· Ultimate
Greatest Hits: The Ultimate
Collection. Tltis highly-anticiCollection.
Celebrating the
p ate d
3 5 t h
four-disc
anni verDVD colsary of the
lector's
landmark
item has a
charac running
ters' first
time of
television
440 minbroadcast,
utes.
the special
F a t
box ediA l bert
tion feaand the
tures more
Cosby
than seven
kids
hours of
Fat Albert and the kids are
unforgettable episodes, includback in this exclusive DVD
ing "The Hero, "The Prankster,
packed with five of the long''The Bully, "Smart Kid" and
running series' most popular
"Fish Out of Water." With
episodes. The collectible single
embossed slipcase pack_aging,
disc bas a running time of 110
the classic DVD set will feature
minutes.
a 12-page keepsake companion
UrbanWorks Entertainment is
booklet brimming with photos
dedicated to the acquisition,
and more. Fat Albert's Greatest
production and distribution of
Hits: The Ultimate Collection
quality content to meet the
will be available for the firstneeds of urban, entertainment
time ever on DVD at a colconsumers. UrbanWorks creatlectible $49.99.
ed and produced the franchise,
UrbanWorks also announces
Platinum Comedy Series, which
the day and date release of "Fat
includes· original, independent
Albert and the Cosby kids," a
stand-up comedy programs starsingle disc of five classic
ring Dave Chappelle, D.L.
episodes, available for $14.99.
Hughley, Cedric the Entertainer,
Premiering on CBS in 1972,
Steve Harvey, Mo' Nique and
the Emmy" nominated Fat
many others.
UrbanWorks
. Albert and the Cosby kids aired
Entertainment's President, Jeff
for 12 consecu.tive years, earnClanagan, President, served as
ing its place as one of the
producer and executive produclongest-running Saturday morner of the critically-acclaimed
ing programs in television histodramas, Lockdown (Columbi~
ry. The series chronicled a
Tri-Star), Civil Brand (Lions
group of young friends growing
Gate) and the hit comedy, Hair
up in a Philadelphia neighborShow, starring Mo' Nique and
hood. In Fat Albert and the
Kellita Smith. In just a few short
Cosby kids, real-life situations
years, UrbanWorks has secured
. were adapted into impactful
over 40% market share in the
e ducational cartoons which
urban, non-theatrical home
humorously explored a wide
entertainment
market.
array of adolescent issues, from
Urban Works Entertainment's
family problems to drug addicIn1ss10n is to continue as the
tion. The series first aired in
undisputed leader in urban
September 1972 and signed off
home entertainment by providin August 1984.
ing a wide assortment of qualiCreator Bill Cosby was the
ty-driven titles from a variety of
,s how's live-action host and also
segments that cater to the $890
provided the voices for several
billion urban, consumer market.
The Black Voice News
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CALENDAR
Eyes & Ears of Moreno Valley
By Juanita Barnes

When face,d with discrimination, intimidation or situations
requiring great' strength, we
must remember we have the
mind of Christ and the power of
God to overcome every obstacle.
God within us is the Victor.

Here we are again after having
a great "-turkey day " but most of
all thankful to have shared such
a Blessed Day with our loved
ones. To leave a home more
peaceful than when you came in
is awesome. To those of you that
still have your mother or father
or even both parents, you are
Blessed. Several local churches
came together and ' served
Thanksgiving meals in our
Moreno Valley Community
Park. There was music and fellowship; there were dozens of
volunteers and over 700 people
were served.
"The Moreno Valley Black
Chamber ,
of
Commerce
Christmas Mixer" · will be
Thursday, December 2, 2004
beginning at 6:00 P. M. at Grace
Episcopal Church, 11349 Perris
Blvd. Moreno Valley,CA.
Enjoy The Entertainment!
Information
Chamber
Membership Recognition
1 --- Minute Introduction &

Dec. 4, 8am to noon The
American Red Cross Inland
Empire Chapter is holding a sidewalk sale at the chapter headquarters, 202 W. Rialto Avenue. For
more information, call (909) 8881481.

Business
Commercial
Networking Vendors For Your
Christmas Purchases.
Join Us For Our Christmas
Feast! For more information
call 909/290-4294. -This event is
free and open to the public. See
you there!
Thanks to those of you that
have encouraged me to keep
writing, this h as been a true
blessing to me. 1 am now writing
my life story as the wife of a .
military man.
Be Blessed

J.B.
Email address: eyesnearsofmoval@aol. co111·

Dec. 5, 5:00 p.m., Sepia Fashion
Revue, a traveling fashion show
featuring the Vogue-Esquire
Models of Chicago, returns to San
Bernardino for its 12th appearance
at Gibb's Auditorium, Pacific
High School, 1020 Pacific Street.
For information or tickets, call
(909) 794-2189.
Dec. 10, 8:00 p.m ., PNP
Productions
presents
Daz
Patterson's stage play, Christmas

-•
·-
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Calendar of Events
Mondays & Wednesdays, 6:30
p .m. to 8:30 p.m. , Soul Line
Dance
Class
at
Str.1tton
Center/Bordwell Park, 2008
Martin Luther Kin g B'Ivd.,

Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church located at 8368 Beech
Ave., Fontana will be hosting
Daylight Savings Hip Hop
Worship . Service. For directions
and information call (909) 8230424.

DECEMBER

Hello Moreno Valley

I
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Riverside. For more information
call (909) 781-2050 or (909) 8265355.

Sundays, 5:00 p.m. , New Vision
J

u
ca

care services in Moreno Valley
and surrounding areas. To receive
an enrollment packet, please contact (909) 779-9784 or (909) 7863623.
FREE Poetry Contest! . Win
$ 10,000.00.
Enter
·the
International · Ope n Amateur
Poetry Contest for your chance to
win the Grand Prize of
$ 10,000.00. For more details vjsit
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b/go.
php3?45 .

Save The Date

Free crisis outreach and resource
referrals to those affected by
recent fires, floods and mudslides.
Redlands-Yucaipa
Guidance
Clinic Association, Inc. is providing support services and resource
assistance for those affected in
San Bernardino County. Outreach
staff will come directly to you to
speak about your existing needs.
Please call (909) 425-9316 ext.
4117 to set up an appointment or
get more information.

San Bernardino NAACP has
rescheduled their Pioneer Awards
Dinner for December 11

Save A Life ...
There are many children in our community, that are

I

victims of emotional, phy~ical. sexual abuse and neglect
that need parents like you to n~t lhtir physical und

rddress

'

emotional needs.

t

I

"'

IPhone

Humanistic Fosler Family Agency offers a 5 week
tmining course that will prepare you for your responsi•
bilitks of being • foster porcnt. Upon placement of

I
IE-mail

children in your home you will receive th<, necessary
information regarding that child. You will aloo receive

monlhly compensation for those children who are placed

,1
'

The Black Voice News published every
week is $40.00/yr.

in your home.
All ~pcctive parents arc encouraged lo call Clara or

909-485-7793 IO regiStCr for classes.

Send check or money order to:
The Black Voice News
P.O . Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502

u

--

SERVICES

'

IName

m
C

Was Christmas ls at the Sturges
Theater for the Fine Arts, 780 N. Patents of children ages 0-5 can
"E" Street, San Bernardino. For . receive free parenting information
on topics including discipline,
tickets call (909) 820-7413.
nutrition, early reading and more.
Dec. 19, 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. , The P~ovided by First 5 California, the
Lake Elsinore Diamond is hosting free brochures -- and free puppets
a Collecttble, Hobby, Motor -- are available at Friendship
Sport, Memorabilia, Toy, Comic, Community Youth Center, 25421
Games & Boutique Convention Spring St., in Perris, CA. For more
Holiday Gift Extravaganza. The information call (909) 443-4404.
Diamond is located at: 500
Diamond Drive, Lake Elsinore. Family Services Association of
Information: (951) 244-5558, Western Riverside County will
provide reduced or no cost childwww.napact.org.

Humanistic Foster Famil) Agency
Post Office Box. 1167
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Ph: (909) 485-7793

Please allow 4-6 weeks for first issue

Walk-in testing!
No pre-registration necessary!·
WHEN: Wedn~sday, January 12, 2005
WHERE: Ben Clar~ Training Center
3423 Davis 'A ve. Riverside
Directions: From 1-215, exit Van Buren Blvd.; proceed West on V<;tn Buren Blvd..
approximately 1 mile to Plummei,Rd .. ; Make a left on Davis Ave.

e-mail: Bree~57@verizon.net

.,

alary/ Benefit Information

Bob Doyle, Sheriff-Coroner

Deputy Sheriff
Exa1111ination

Fax: (909) 485-8266

or subscribe online www,t>lackvoicenews.com

'

ITEM

BENEFITS

SALARY

DEPUTY TRAINEE (ACADEMY)
S3,676 - $4,553/MONTH

(l) P.O.S.T. CERTIFICATE INCENTIVE PAY
RETIREMENTP.E.R.S.

INTERMEDIATE: 4.75% INCREASE
ADVANCED: 7.5%INCREASE
3% @ 50 (EMPLOYEE PAYS FIRST3 YRS.)
OPTIONAL: MILITARY CAN BUY BACK 4 YRS.

COURT PAY
VACATION

4 HOURS OVERTIME (IF NOT ON DUTY)
2 WEEKS PER YEAR FOR 0-3YEARS; 3 WEEKS PER YEAR FOR.4-9 YEARS;

SICK TIME

4WKS/YR FOR lO+YRS
4 HOURS SICK LEAVE ACCRUALPERPAY PERIOD

SICK TIMEBUY BACK
BILINGUAL PAY

AVAILABLE UPON RETIREMENT

(2) HOLIDAYS

AVAILABLE FOREMPLOYEES WHO SPEAK OTHER LANGUAGES
12 PAID HOLIDAYS PER YEAR

DEFERRED COMPENSATION
(3) MEDICAL/DENTAL/VISION INSURANCE

TWO VOLUNTARY PLANSAVAILABLE (PEBSCO & VALi()
VARIOUS OPTIONS AVAILABLE: HMO, PPO, & PRIVATE

UNIFORMS
HANDGUNS

STANDARD ISSUE UNIFORM PROVIDED BY DEPARTMENT
.38 CALIBER OR .357 REVOLVERISSUED

EXAM TIME(S): _8:00AM and 12:00PM
Applicants are w elcome to attend either test session.
·check-in starts 30 minutes prior to exa m time.

'
(4) SPECIALASSIGNMENTS

,1

OPTIONAL: EMPLOYEE CAN PURCHASE A 9MM/40/4S CALSEMIAUTOMATIC FROM AN APPROVED DEPARTMENT WEAPONS LIST
VARIOUS ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE: SES (S.W.A.T.), HOMICIDEUNIT,
MEDIA INFORMATION BUREAU, SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONSBUREAU,
HAZARDOUS DEVICE TEAM, SCHOOL RESOURCE DEPUTY, HOSTAGE

Testing is conducted on a first-come, first-serve basis,
no exceptionsl
*All applicants will need to bring a photo J.V. at time of exam. Veto.rans will need to bring a copy
of their DD Form 214 and letter of service-related disability (if' applicable) at time of exam for
consideration for Veteran's Preference.

DEPUTY SHERIFF
$3,879 · $5,206/MONTH

•

PROMOTIONALOPPORTUNITIES

NEGOTIATIONS, LAKE PATROL, MOTORCYCLE PATROL, BICYCLE
PATROL, CANINEUNIT, AVIATION AND ¥ORE
CORPORAL; INVESTIGATOR; SR. INVESTIGATOR; SERGEANT;
LIEUTENANT; CAPTAIN

(1 ) P.O.S.T. CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS,

INTERMEDIATE, 2 YRS LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIENCE + BA/BS; 4 YRS LAW ENFORCEMENT
EXPERIENCE +MIAS; OTHER OPTIONS
ADVANCED: 4 YRS LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIENCE+ M'\STERS DEGREE; 6 YRS LAW ENFORCEMENT
EXPERIENCE + BNBS; 9 YRS I.AW ENFORCEMENT EXPERIE NCE ANAS; OTHER OPTIONS

(2) HOUDAYS:

EMPLOYEES WORKING ACOUNTY PAIO HOLIDAY ARE COMPENSATED AT THEIR REGULAR RATE PLUS NO
MORE THAN 8HRS PAY AT ARATE OF TIME AND AHALF

(3) l~URANCE:

COUNTY CONTRIBUTES FUNDS TO PAY APORTION OF MEDICAL/DENTAL PREMIUMS

(4) SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS:

INCENTIYt PAY AYAllABLE FOR SELECTIVE ASSIGNMENTS

Riverside Sheriff Recruitment: 1(888)JOIN RSD
Website: Recruitment@RiversideSheriff.org

YH2!)0.4
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Why Blacks in San Bernardino County Die 13 Years Younger than Whites
be held noon December 2, 2004, at the The Rotunda of the San
Bernardino County Government Center 385 North Arrowhead
Ave, First Floor in San Bernardino.
To deliver a preliminary Culturally Specific Strategic
Healthcare Plan For The Prevention And Treatment Of Major
Diseases For The Black Population In San Bernardino County will
increase the life expectancy in San Bernardino County and radically improve healthcare for everyone in the County.
The project has received considerable national attention as the
first Culturally Specific Strategic Healthcare Plan designed,
developed, administered . and written by Blacks in the United
States.
The AAHI is a community-based collaborative focused on
improving health among African-Americans in San Bernardino
County. Formed in July 1999, the Initiative is a partnership of the
County of San Bernardino Department of Health, San Bernardino
County Medical Society, Inland Wellness Information Network,
county residents and over 50 government, non-government, pri-

vate and community-based organizations.
For more information call Carl Dameron,
Dameron Communications (909) 534-9500.

New ClassesForming II
The 'ELITE PRODUCTION TEAM' .
and 'CHILDREN OF LIGHT' Gospel ·
Team still have openings!!!
Both combinea rich combination ofSong & Dance with
a strong focus onTechnique andStage Presence

The Character Within
36359th St.
682-6133

''Become
A Foster
Parent''

<&nub.es

Barbershop and Hairstylists

•

Hair-cuts
Press in Curls
BRAIDS
Tues. Wed. 25% OFF
(909) 875-0110
(909) 875-0131
2850 Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

1.
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Foster Parents Are Monthly Compensated

SAN BERNARDINO

The African American Health Initiative (AAHI) will present its Final Report to
the Board of Supervisors, The California Endowment, the San Bern.ardino County
Department of Health, Black leaders, representatives from the California State
Assembly, Governors Office and of the United States Congress and Senate entitled
Delivery of a Culturally Specific Strategic Healthcare Plan For The Prevention &
Treatment Of Major Diseases For The Black Population In San Bernardino County.
The goal of the plan is for Blacks to live longer in San Bernardino County. It will

Law Oflin- r¥

Cecilia I. Orn.1n,kwo
rvrr11'.f !ct.1:

.

Pif "'-r::01411 ir.-H.'l'

~ t'rft\.. ft l \f,·n'ptr1 ( !'1, ~

To learn how you can become a Foster Parent call:

Guardians of Love Foster Family Agency

•

Di"4lfte • Oiild Cmw.:ly. DA 11.cblO!it

Child S.Upp:,rt•AmoAcdde, rts
Slip&, F.1111 • Dog Bi!ei
()\'Orc-e hy ~r~l?flt
liloCoo,U,l~•n.....U,1

The Black Voice News Online Edition
www.blackvoicenews.com

Has God blessed you? Why not pass the blessing on to
People who ned you most. Our Children. Children are a
heritage from the Lord. Let us treat them as such by providing loving care and happy homes.

~909) 383-5088
(Rev. Ralph E. Butler -CEO)

Payment Rates

FREE In itia l Co nsulta t ion

AGE OF PLACEMENT:

;/ 909-476-3585
34001r,111 l\d E'mp1re 811/l!t., Suitt t 101, Ql){,lll'JO

0 -4

5-8

FOSTER PARENT PAYMENT: $624 $660

9-11

12· 14

15-18

$689

$843

$890 '

I
The Next Stage"

··RUN WITH US
because progress
'W

a its for no one .
•••

Since 1852, Wei.ls Fargo has upheld the idea that success isn't just
measured in numbers. Ies measured in respect, integrity and honesty.
Our values make us the #1 retail mortgage lender in tbe country,
and the #1 lender to crhnic m inority homebuyers.
We .are seeking bilingual, bi-cultural H ome Mortgage Consultants
· interested in helping us significa.ntly expand our commitment to
serving the needs of multicu.ltural communities. We provide an·
environment that su~ports the dreams and ideals of our customers - and employees. Bec~ use in the end, it's not ju.st a bunch of numbers
th.at make a business succ.essful. It's the people running them.

'i

I

Run with a leader. Run with us.

' ..

'
' ..

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community

.
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Keep the Cold Up - Keep the Cost Down
71,e Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

tern work harder to
maintain the same
temperature.
- Seal refrigerator and freezer
doors. Air . gaps
between the refrigerator or freezer
door lets warm air
enter the refrigerator or freezer and
makes the ~ystem
work harder to
maintain the same
temperature. As a
general rule, if you
can slide a dollar
bill between the
door and the case,
it is time to reseal
the refrigerator or
freezer with a new
gasket. Check with

gy and money:
- Check temperature setting. If settings are lower
than
necessary,
chances are you
are wasting energy.
The most common
recommended settings are between
-l4ooF and -8ooF
for freezers and
between 35ooF and
38 F for refrigerators.
- Keep evaporator coils clean and
free of ice buildup. Accumulated
dirt and ice can
prevent heat transfer and make the
refrigeration sys-

your local appliance. store for
parts.
- Invest in energy-efficient refrigerators and freezers to realize the
greatest savings.
All types of energy-efficient refrigerators are available on the market,
including reach-in,

walk-in refrigerators, plus a multitude of food/drink
storage and display
cases. Ask your
supplier
about
ENERGY STAR
labeled models,
which can save as
much as 46% with
a 1.3-year payback, saving you
$140 annually for

Smart
energy
choices can mean
big savings for
every small business, but what
specifically can
restaurants, grocery stores, and
convenience stores
po to .reduce their
energy bills?
. Refrigeration.
An average grocery and convenience store uses
approx imately
· 39% of their elec'(((i
( Let us desig n or
tricity on refrigeraredesign your
tion.
website for FREE!
One ethnic groIf yoo don'1J.kt ;;..
cer
mini-chain,
--._"'-"'_ __.,,.
you.doa'epay?
Marina Food, saw
QUR SERVICE INCLUDES:
the returns on their
p;p;i
••auuJ2ltiG
Att,tMJJP EYWt Sccer:r Wa1f,tTE
E<:oNHIEft'Cs: Mgr,ctW:fI k"&PYKT
energy
invest••MAft(TENANC£
IN
GARRET KOSKl•BUDABIN
pn,yg 1NUJG
.
.
.
.
.
.
OOLOR
ments in less than ·
Hl!ADHUNTl!M 8ALOH
one
year.
.(951) 640-7950
3404 ARI.INOTOM Ava.
o...HTH.u.c-nu,•.c:ot1
RMia,u:, CA 92506
Recognizing the
SPECIALIZH IN Rl!LAXl!D AND NATURAL HAIR,
financial drain of
CREATIVE AND CoRRECTIVE HAIRCo,._OR
llUSINES6 SBRVICES, INC.
11490 BUJUIANK BLVD. #P N'. lioUr-,d. CA 916ol
20% OFF FIRST VISIT 1
,...
appliances such as
(818> 623·9100(off'K<) (818) 623·9101
~1lZA1\.f FR&CoNsul.TATIONS 11,Lt.M
VISIT us AT, www husioesa-mfim-inr.com
refrigeration on
Wf
their four stores,
Marina
Food
(951) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932
sought the assisSamuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.
tance
of
a
statewide program
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
called the Energy
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Smart
Grocer
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Program to start
Lets take your skin care
909.623.1517
6700 Indiana Avenue, Sui le 170
saving money on Office H our s
to the next level!
License No. Z40248
Riverside, CA 92506
By Appointment
their energy bills.
"~onserv ing
(;, CliocoCate Creations
energy is everyt;;ersonalized Candy Bars for All Occasions
one's responsibilitY.
Ho lidays
Binh A nnounccmcnls
and we all have to
Grand Openings
'
Weddings
• Custom Hair Extensions
Graduation s
do our share. For
• Custom Weave
Bridal
or
Baby
Showers
School or Church
3744 Sunnyside Dr
• Style Cuts
Fundraisers
Riverside, CA 92506
any business, ener• Men's Cuts
23 1 E. Alessandro B l vd. llA- 107
Phone: (909) 781- 1212
• Relaxers
Clieru6s
Cell : (909) 259-6595
Riverside, CA 92508
gy efficienc is an
• Press and Curts
-:NThurs
'
Sat
9-5
I (888) 344-82 11
• Texturizer
Appoinlment
Only
investment
that
•And more ...
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com
Cfiocofates
pay off in the
long run," said :rroRNEYSIA1TORNEV SERVICE
store
manager
Charles
Giang.
Marina Food has
Low Cost Document Assistance
taken advantage of
SeNing Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)
more than $70,000
Attorney Assistance Available
in utility rebates
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
for
ENERGY
Same Day Appointments Ava ilable
STAR,
freezers
Prices Low
and coolers, instalCALL TODAY
"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
Certified - Bonded
lation of night covState Registered
• Divorce
$175·275
ers and many more • Child CustodyNisitation $200·300
Legal Document Assistance
Support
$200·300
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPIRE
energy efficiency •• Child
Legal Separations
$175·275
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS
• Evjct[ons
$150-200
, measures.
ASSOCIATION
$250-300
•Adoptions
Moreno Valley
Before
your • Living Trusts
$300
•Wills
$200
[653-4240]
refrigeration sys- • QRDRO's
$300
Municipal Court Building
$300
tem drains your • Incorporations
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
• Name Change
$200·300
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
profits, check out • Bankruptcy
$195
Oscar Snow, LOA Director
9 am - 6 pm M-F
• And More
this quick list of
ways to save enerLAW OFFICE OF
00

each refrigerator . save money and www.FYPower.or Californians can"
and $100 for each ·energy at ~ork and g. With more than find all kinds of
at home,. visit the ·1,000 incentive opportunities to
freezer.
technical save money and
To learn more Flex Your Power and
,pro- energy.
about how you can , website
at assistance
grams,
all
I

Loan

ers

Twyla Twyman
The lady you can trust ... helping
you one loan at a time
951-317-9994 - cell
800·700-0048 X. 264
1307 W. Sixth Street
Corona, CA 92682

any Crest
To Meet All Your
Hair Care Needs

909 888.1290

~

TO YOUl'l :wTE

-

(fu)

1

will

National Institute Legal enter

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

The

(951) 686-5193

DAVID,AKINTIMOYE

5900 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
Phone: 951 -369-0259

Attorney At Law

Free Consultation!

ONLINE

Naturally You,s Boutique

ByO/ufemi
•

•
•

Specializing
Sisterkx:ksTMJBrother1ockstM
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
Children Welcome

{1511801-1584
e-mail: olufemi@adelphla.net
www.naturallyyoursboutique oom

black voiccncws.c lim

Five-fold Ministry Preparatory School
Earn a Certificate of Ministry (C.Min)
Classes start every six weeks
Saturday classes
(951) 662-9432 24210 Postal Ave.
Moreno Valley CA 92552

Richard
Nevins

¥ Divorce /Annulment
¥ Custody I Support
¥ Paternity I Visas
¥ Green Cards

Black
Voice News

CHRIST LlVINg Wo1w INSTITUTE

LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE

Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accepl ATM

r itenia BJ:!_l'ri
909,644.62

Ron's Lawn Service
909/872-2354
free estimates

LAW SERVICES

~ ~

Of' 10.Jft $fTE

• ' • ~ TO

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

Pick-A-Payment
SubPrime Loan

Tues. and Wed. Special Discount Day
Senior & Student Discount

YCtJR S T A ~ " " "

F. N EVINS

Tri•State Home Loans

~

• • ~ ~ Y0UJII

RICHARD

Looking for an
Affordable Home Loan?

Attention , Attention, Attention
If you lost your home in a foreclosure sale in last five years
and did not receive any money. You may be entitled to
excess funds from the sale. Call'to find out.
• 403B, Annuities. and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance

._!!l!!!i!f!!illr'

Law Services
1894 COMMERCENTER WEST, #108
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
909-381-9321

Billy Mitchell, Lure•
Email your quote request/
Fax: 909-785-1 371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

iv{
'),,.1-

......

Horace
.._........,Mann

909-785-1351

TEER ONE PROPERTIES
•

1

3978 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

Broker/Notary Public
Office:(951) 784-1342
Fax: (95 J) 784-6712

(909) 681-8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin@zxmail.com

Toyin Dawodu

E-mail: teerl @sbcglobal.net
Website: miketcer.com

j..-l.u -

Full Value Paid for Real Estate
'

Mike Teer

o'J'u. ...... -

REALESTATEIMORTGAGE

22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

tt..a.t
;.., V-0- ti,je.!

to-

To order call:

the Phone.

Final Tribute
Low Cost Mortuary & Cremation Service
Complete
Funeral
Service

$1,895
with min.
metal casket

Simple
Cremation

$400
Includes death
certificate,
Basic Urn,
w/ 100 miles

1-888-TRIBUTE 1
1-888-874-2881

J
PHIL DECOUD

23631 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Msg phone: 951-243-1604,
Cell phone: 909-259-8984

Realtor

(909) 410-3775
(Pager)
(909) 234-4475
(24hr)

Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or
Foreclosure Time is of the Essence Call Now!

We spscialiZe in church
& graveside services
FD 1731

LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOU.R REAL ESTATE
NEEDS.

Tillman Riverside llortuar
BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS
ESPANOL
.
VETERANS BENEFITS

A. Leon Tillman
President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

REV. JANICE TuRNER, PRESIDENTillEAN

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES

'

300 Law Firms
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal
needs might be. Our goal is to get you
the best service possible.

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside~ California
(951) 682-6433 - (951) 682-6437

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer you to
a mortgage banker that will get you a loan.
. Refi nancing or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-

,

7047

I

•

(800) 300-6433 - FAX (951) 682-7863

License #FD757
.I

L'EGIL S/ CLISSIFI EDS
fhe Black Voice News
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JOB CONNECTION
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No
exp. req'd. Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing info. call (800) 908-1236 ext. 41 17 8am-8pm
days.

SR. ADMIN. SEC' Y
$3,886 - 4,810/mo.
www.aqmd.gov
.
p. 11/25/04

Tools Sales Reps
(909) 549-9344
$250-$500 per week. Start Today

FOR SALE

?

Church Administrator

Non-denominational. Must have excellent orga- nization skills, mgnt and financial background
, and great computer skills. Call (909) 882-32TT
t,1om and loving son healthcare professional in
need of large room or will work with another sole
pare provider look for room please contact.
1916-992-4622.

HOMES FOR SALE
ORLDMARK!TRENDWEST
~4.000 credits available, 7,000 yearly. Assume
loan. $500 down/$176 per month.
Call, 951 -769-3632.
Buy Hotlist
reveals 1O best buys
ln your specific price
tange. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-680~068 ID# 1040.
First Time Buyers
Why rent when you can
wn? Free list of homes
available with no mon ey
down.under $1, 100/mnth.
1-877-680-8068 1D#1051

List Your Home
For Sale

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with
no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1- 877 - 680 - 8068
ID#1043.
11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

Problem Loan Specialty
Foreclosures.Refinances
Cash Outs, New Purchases
Home Quest Financial
Rose Watson
(909) 486-0210 (909) 242-4634

What Would Your Home
Sell For?
www.CheckMyHomePrice.com
H's your time now, es¢ape from all of the heartbraek from
being turned down on loans. I know SelectuuM Homes
~ill make your home dreams become a reality. We
major in HOME MORTGAGE LOANS and P ERSONAL
lOANS
1-866-883-6281

LEGALS

.,.!'e

following person(s) is
..,re) doing business as:
f'EELING LUCKV ENTERf,AINMENT
l!o12 Branding Iron Lane
f\iverslde, CA 92508 .

•

deremy David Kent
•262 Linwood Pl.
~iverside, CA 92506

•

'1,aron Sluff Kent
8707 Quailbush
~iverslde, CA 92508

•

~regory Harrell (NMN)
8072 B randing Iron Lane
~iverslde, CA 92508
~his business is conducted
lily a General Partnership.
egistrant has not yet begun
o transact business under
~ e fictitious name(s) listed
ibove.
► declare that all the informa&on in this statement is true
.nd correct.
(A registrant
r,ho declares as !rue, infor111ation which he or she
~nows to be false is guilty of a
~rime.~
iJ.Jeremy Kent
The filing of this statement
!Ices not of itself authorize
\he use in this state of a fictitious business ~ame in violalion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
~p code)
,Statement filed wi t h t he
County of Riverside on
~0/22/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
)s a correct copy of the origi11al statement on file in my
office.
'NOTICE: This fictitious busi),ess name statement expires
/ive years from the date it was
liled in the Ottice of the
County Clerk.
A new
'l=ictitlous Business Name
:stat8ment must be filed
pefore that time. The filing of
~his state'ment does not itseff
'authorize the use in this state
'of a Fictitious Business Name
)n violation of the rights of
ianother under federal, state
•or common law (See Section
'14411 , Et Seq., Business and
frofessions Code).
{3ARY L. ORSO, County
,Clerk
'FILE NO. R-2004-12491
: p. 11/11, 11/ 18, 11/25, 1212

I.
I
I

,The following person(s) is
~are) doing business as:
'CREST CAFE
:5225 Canyon Crest Dr. #9
,Riverside, CA 92507
'Crest·Foods, Inc.
;5225 Canyon Crest Dr. #9
,Riverside, CA 92507
1CA2676156

'frhls

business Is conducted
;by Corporation.
,Registrant has not yet begun
rto transact business under
~he fictitious name(s) listed
above.
1
11 declare that all the informa1tion in this statement is· true
rand correct.
(A registrant
'who declares as true, infor;mation which he or she
,knows to be false is guilty of a
,crime.)
1s/.Atfonx Sader, President
:LLC/AI# CA 2676156
1The filing of this statement
,does not of itseff authorize
•the use In this state of a fictiltious business name in v1olat
t

tion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11/08/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use ih this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, sfate
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13142
p. 11/ 11, 11118, 11125, 12/2
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
M & M DELI
1960 Chicago Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Susie Ro (NMN)
148 Casada Canyon Dr.
Monterey Pk, CA 91754
This business Is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
f declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Susie Ro
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this slate of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state 1 o r common lajV (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
Cou nty of Riverside on
11/02/04.
f hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement exPires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state
or common la>y (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12904
p. 11/11, 11/18, 11125, 1212
T~e following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
HOUSE
3973 Park Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

r
•l

Black dolls,
Christmas ornaments
and African inspired
sculptures. Save
25% to 80% on 4000
gifts and home decor.
www.rozgiftshop.com.
Free catalog. 909266-8500
Clifton Marvin Rougely
3973 Park Ave.
Riverside. CA 92507
This business is conducted
by Individual. •
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 10/1/98.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Clifton M. Rougely
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11/03/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on Ille in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use In this state
cl a Fictitious Business Name
In violation of the rlghls of
- another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12966
p. 11111, 11118, 11/25, 1212
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ALL PRO PIPELINE
10902 Cochran Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Aurelio Hurtado
10902 Cochran Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
lhe fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the informalion in this statement is !rue
and correct. (A reglslra_nt
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Aurelio Hurtado
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the righls of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County ot Riverside on
11/08/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
S1atemen1 mus1 be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use In this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13124
p. 11/ 18, 11/25, 1212, 1219
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SWANIGAN R EAL ESTATE
DEVELOPMENT, INC.
2001 South Lincoln Ave.
Corona, CA 92882
5798 Arlington Ave. Suite
#503
Riverside, CA 92504
Swanigan
Real
Estate
Development, Inc.
2001 Sout h Lincoln Avenue
Corona, CA 92882
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business uner the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 08/21103.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declare·s as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf .Jimmy
Swanigan,
President
LLC/AI# 2522939
The filing of this stafement
does not of itself authorize
the use in lhis state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stat ement filed with the
Cou n ty of R iverside on
10127/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fifed
before that time. The filing of

this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12682
p. 11 / 18, 11125, 1212, 12/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
LOUDPOCKETS, LLC
27455 nerra Alta Way, Suite
t A
Temecula, CA 92590
Loudpockets, LLC
27455 nerra Alla Way, Suite
A
Temecula, CA 92590
DE #3863555

,,

This busine~s is conducted
by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership. ·
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
fisted above on October 5,
2004.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sl.Kevin L. Ruger, Manager
LLC/AI# 3863555
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi l ed with the
County of Riverside on
10/20/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed· in the Office of the
County C lerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Stalement must be (iled
before that lime. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 . Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12418
p . 11/ 18, 11125, 1212, 12/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PETRA AUTO TRANSPORT
73719 Pacheta Sq.
Thousand Palms, CA 92276
Todd Alan Schotanus
73719 Pachela Sq.
Thousand Palms, CA 92276
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I detlare that all the information in this stalement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information .which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Todd Schotanus
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal , state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
Coun ty of Riversi de on
10/27104.
I hereby certify thal this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A · new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. T he filing of
this statement does not itself
aUlhorize the use in !his state
of a Fditious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-03193
p. 1// 18, .11125, 1212, 12/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SHOONIQUE
BOOLIQUE
1200 Country Club Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
Marlene Sevacherian (NMN)
1200 Country Club Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who '"declares as true, information which he or she
knows to,be false is guilty of a,
crime.)
sl.Marlene Sevacherian
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common la_.; (sec. 1440 e t. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11/09/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office Of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fict itious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state

or common law (See Section
144 t 1, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk '
FILE NO. R-2004-13198
p. 11/ 18, 11125, 1212, 12/9
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PRO TV ETC.
1825 Hamner Ave., Ste. V
Norco, CA 92860
Sally Jane Middtestetter
7051 Topaz SI.
Alta Loma, CA 91701
This business Is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictilious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Sally Middlestetter
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business narrle in violation of the nghls of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with lhe
County of Riverside on
11/02/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under fedwal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12899
p. 11/ 18, 11125, 1212, 1219
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MAX & US
2804 Heller Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Manuel Paredes (NMN)
2804 Heller Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictilious name(s) fisted
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which ne or sne
knows to be false Is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Manuel Paredes
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize.
the use In this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of anotl1er
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fil~d with the
County of Riverside on
10/18/04 .
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement 6n file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
t 4411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12312
p. 11/ 18, 11/25, 1212, 12/9
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC

4201 02
To All Interested Persons:
Petitioner Alma Caballero
filed a petition with this court
for a decree changing names
as follows: ADRIANA RABAGO
to
ADRIANA
MARTINEZ.
The Court
Orders that all persons interested ,n this matter shall
appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below
to show cause, if any, why the
petilion for change ot name
should not be granted. Date.
12-17-04 nme: 8:30 AM,
Dept: 3. The address of the
court is Superior Court of
California,
County
of
Riverside, 4050 Mai'n St.
(P.O. Box 431), Riverside, CA
92502-0431. A copy of this
Order to Shwo Cause shall
be published at least once
each week for four successive weeks prior to lhe dale
set for hearing on the petition
in the following newspaper of
general circulation, printed in
this county, The Black Voice
· News.
Dated: Oct. 25, 2004
Evilian Carse, Judge of the
Superior Court
p. 11/ 18, 11/25, 12/2, 1219
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC
419852
To All Interested Persons:
Petitioner Brittany Weber
filed a pelition with this court
for a decree changing names
as
follows:
BRITTANY
WEBER
to
BRITTANY
ALYSSA PALENSKV. The
Court Orders that all persons
interested in t his matter shall
appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below
to show cause, if any, why the
petition for change of name
should not be granted. Date.
12-16-04 Time: 8:30 AM ,
Dept: 1. The address of the
court is Superior Court of
California,
County
of
Riverside, 4050 Main St.
(P.O. Box 431 ). Riverside, CA
92502-0431 . A copy of this

Thursday, December 2, 2004

Order to Shwo Cau;e shall
be published at least once
each week for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition
in the following newspaper of
generaJ circulation, printed in
this county, The Black Voice
News.
Dated: Oct. 25, 2004
Stephen D., Judge of the
Superior Court
p. 11/ 18, 11/25, 1212, 1219
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
TO SELL.ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Date of Filing Application:
November 16, 2004
To Whom It May Concern:
Th&
Name(s)
of
the
Applicant(s) is/are: Yoon An
Ok The applicants listed
above are applying to the
Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control lo sell alco·
holic beverages at: 10380
Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
CA 92503 Type of license(s)
Applied for: 41 - On-Sale
Beer and Wine - Eating
Place
p. 1125, 1212, 1219
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PETRA AUTO TRANSPORT
73719 Pacheta Sq.
Thousand Palms, CA 92276
Todd Alan Schotanus •
73719 Pacheta Sq.
Thousand Palms, CA 92276
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the ficlitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A regislranl
who declares as trµe, information wh ich he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sl.Todd Scholanus
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
S tatement filed with the
County of Ri verside on
10127104.
I hereby certify that !his copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office t>f the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal; state
or common law (See Sect,0)1
14411 , El Seq., Business end
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-03193
p. 11/25, 1212, 1219, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
JAMES CAPRI PRODUCTIONS
950 La Palm Circle
Corona, CA 92879
P.O. Box 888
Bellflower, CA 90707
James Capri Duncan
950 La Palma Circle
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows 10 be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.James Duncan
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common taw (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with t he
County of Riverside on
11 /03/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of t he original statement on file in my
office
NOTICE: This fictttious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A . new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this stalement does not Itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12989
p. 11/25, 1212, 1219, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
EXECUT_IVE MORTGAGE
BANKERS
· 3752 Elizabeth St., Suite D.
Riverside, CA 92506

Araceli Ramirez (NMN)
1834 Madera Cir.
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
lo transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true , information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sl.Araceli Ramirez
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com mon law (sec. t>\40 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Ri verside on
11/10/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original sta1ement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in lhe O ffice of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictit ious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
t 4411 , Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13237
p. 11/25, 1212, 12/9, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
2T'S BOOKS & THINGS
3656 Snowdrift Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
Tanya Rochelle Harris
3656 Snowdrift Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious narne(s) listed
above.
'
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Tanya R. Harris
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on

10/27/04.
f hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12684
p. 11/25, 1212, 1219, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PROFESSIONAIL & SPA OF
BEAUMONT
1440 Beaumont Ave. #A-3
Beaumont, CA 92223
Loe NhUI Hong
13491 Plnenut Path
Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all lhe information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true. information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)'
sf.Loe Nhut, Hong
The filing of this statement
does not or itsell authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11102/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the ofiginal statement on file in
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name s1atement expires
five years from 1he date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Sta1ement musl be · filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state

'my

of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Busin9ss and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12932
p. 11125, 1212, 1219, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
T AND R WHOLESALE
9152 Owari Ln.
Riverside, CA 92508
Mohammed Essa (NMN)
7198 Wake Cl.
Fontana, CA 92336
Mohammad Twaini
9152 Owari Ln.
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted
by a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows 10 be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sl.Mohammed Essa
The filing of this statement
does not of ilself aUlhorize
the use in this state of•a fictitious business name in viola.lion of the rights of another
under federal. slate, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside -on
10127104.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
1n violation of the rights of
anothe~ under federal, stale
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq .. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. OR SO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12679
f:, 11/25, 1212, 12/9, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
THE PERSONAL EMPOWRMENT INSTITUTE
1389 Hermosa Dr.
Corona, CA 92879
Starla Renee Jackson-Hoxie
1389 Hermosa Dr.
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has nqt yet b~~un
to transact business uriller
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.

I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Starfa Jackson-Hoxie
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authonze
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stat ement filed with t he
County of Riverside on
11/ 16/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file , in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before !hat time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
In violation of the rights of
another under federal , state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13447 '
p. 11/25, 1212, 1219, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
CARING COMPANIONS
REFERRALAGENCY
.
736 N. State St. Suite 202
Hemet, CA 92543
Careing Companions, Inc.
736 N. State St., Suite 202
Hemet, CA 92543
#2658480
Caring Companions, Inc.
This business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 7/1/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
wh◊ declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of a
crime.)
sl.Sheila Enlow, Treasurer
LLC/AI# 2658480

The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11/ 16/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 1Et Seq., Business and
Professions c'ode).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13453
p, 11/25, 1212, 12/9, 12116
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
fNDIA SWEETS & GROCERY
779 Blaine Slreet
Riverside, CA 92507
Gurbrinder.Singh (NMN)
231 o None Visla Dr.
Chino Hills, CA 91709
This business is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he · or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Gurbnnder Singh
LLC/AI# A9565565
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictiUous business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Riverside on
11112/04.
I hereby certify lhat this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictilious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
,n vio)at,on of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-13301
p . 11/25, 1212, 1219, 12116
AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
COLD STONE
3243 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
7014 Rockspring Lane
East Highland , CA 92346

Sonja Incorporated
CA 2665004
Thts business is conducted
by Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 10/31/03.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A regislrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilly of a
crime.)
sl.James D. Martin, Ill, Chief
Financial Officer
LLC/AI# 26645004
The filing of this slatement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the righls of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
9/08/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on tile in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the
County Clerk .
A new
Fictitious Business Name
S1a1ement must be filed
before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itseff
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq. , Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-11044
p. 9/30, 10/7, 10/14, 10121,
1212, 1219, 12116, 12123
The following person(s) is

(are) doing business as:
H.O.P.E. SERVICES
12981 Velvet Leaf St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O. Box 8232
Moreno Valley, CA 925528232
Kathryn Elene Miller
12981 Velvet Leaf
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
This business is conducted
by' lndividual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact buslnes• under
the fictitious name(s) listed
above.
I declare thal all the informalion in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Kathryn Miller
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
11/18/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statementexpires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the
County Clerk.
A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fi led
before that time. The filing ot
this statement does not itselt
authorize the use in this state
of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. O RSO, County
Clerk
FI LE NO. R-2004-13580
p. 1212. 12/9, 12116, 12123
AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
H & C STOCKING
3823 Belair Street
Riverside, CA 92503

Huber Solorio Valencia
3823 Belair Street
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted
by Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under
1he ficti lous name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct.
(A registrant
who declares as true, information w hich he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sl. Huber Solorio
Tt,a filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec.' 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi led with the
Cou n ty of Riversi de on
10/25/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original st~temenJ on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of 1he
County Clerk.
A • new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time . The filing of
this statement does not itself
authorize the use i'n this state
of a Fictitious Business Nam e
in violation of Iha rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO , County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-12579
p. 11/ 11, 11/ 18. 11125. 1212
1212, 12/9, 12116, 12123
Amended
Statement of Abandonment
of Use of Fictitious Business
Name
The following fictitious business name(s): Has been
abandoned by the followi ng
person(s)
H & C STOCKING
3823 Belair St.
Riverside, CA 92503
Huber Solorio Valencia
3823 Belair St.
Riverside, C A 92503
Cesar Rumbo Guevara
11410 64th St.
Riverside. CA 92503
This business is conducted
by: a General Partnership.
The
fictitious
business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside County
on August 25, 2004
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information whic h he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
'
s/... Huber Solorio, General
Partner.
This,s1atement was filed with
lhe County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/25/2004.
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
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uTHE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIE-NCE"
MSRP ........ . .... . . ... ..$37,01 0
FACTORY REBATE . . . ........5,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

MSRP ......... .. .. . ... .. -~49,760
FACTORY REBATE . . . . .. . . . . . 4,500
FMCC . ... . .......... . ..... . ..500

h
39 428·00

. . 2 600

s32 81100
'

or

DISCOUNT . .

VIN# 4Y642511

1 at this price

'

• .5.332"

.

VIN # 4W43788
1 at th Is price

1,9%

On Approved Credit

2005 Lincoln LS V6

On Approved Credit

U mrted term financing at $16.67 per 1,000 financed
to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1 credit
through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 Linco n Navigator 4x2

MSRP .... ........ .. .. . . . .$42.470
FACTORY REBATE .... . . .. ...6.000

MSRP . ... . .. . .. , ....... . .$40,970
FACTORY REBATE . . .. . . . .. . .5,000
M.A. REBATE .. . . .. . . . . . .... . . .500
FMCC ........ . ....... . . ..... 1000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

Limited term financing a1 $16.67 per
1.000 financed to qualHied buyers on
'approved tier 0 , 1 credrt througl Ford
Motor Credit

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

2 682

3 47J

.s3219•
'

VIN #4Y685172
1 at this price

2 at this price

or

All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator

Ford
Credit

MSRP .....•••• .. , •• • .•. , , ,$25,300

or0.0%APR

FREEWAY DISCOUNT •• •••• , . ,, .$1,U4

Up to 60 months financing at $1 6 .67 per 1.000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
t , credit through Ford Motor Credit.

$18,526

1

2004 Lincoln Towncar

On Approved Credit

0n Approved Credn

2004·MERCURY
MONTEREY

1,000 financed to qualrtiad buyers on
approved lier 0. 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

t
LINCOLN
""''HtAN

,1,111-, a v

IFRIEIEWAY JLllNCOJLN
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

www.freewaylm-vw.com

2004 GRAND MARQUIS GS
FACTORY REBATI: .• •• ••• • • , , • •$4,000
FIICC .,,, ........... ,.,,, ..$1,000

fll££WAI~ , , • , •••• , , .SJ ,596

$18,494

IISRP , , , , .... . , , .. , .... , , .$29,195
FACTORY REBATE • • ••••• , • , • , .$4,000
fllCC ....... ................$500
II.A. REBATE . , ....... . ...... , .$500

FREEWAY DISCOUNT •• I •

EBEEWAY~ , • , •••• , , , .$2.400

Net Cost To You

I I • • • •

.$2,290

or0.0% APR
Up lo 60 months fina ncing at
$1 6.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on a pp roved tier 0, 1,

credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

IISRP , , .. .. . , ....... . .... .$29,995
FACTORY REBATE , • •••• , ••••• .$5,000
FIICC ...•••... , •.••• , • , ••• .$1,000
II.A. REBATE •••• • . , ..••.•...•• •500

$21--.J.C:,:;_,
--

%
,
00

S i g n a t u r elim:t~~~::::a~:,:::pe,

IISRP , ...... , .. , ........ , .$25,0IO

FACTORY REBATE , , , • •••• , ••• .$3,500
FMCc •.••• , • , ...... , ...... .$1000
II.A. REBATE , . , •• • • • . ~• • , •••. .$500

NetCostToYou

00

Limited term financing at $16.67 per
1,000 financed to qualified buyers on
approved tier 0, 1 credit thro ugh Ford
Motor Credit.

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

2004 MERCURY SABLE LS

or

%

$22,5

---=

or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1,
credit thro ugh Ford Motor Credit.

VIN# 4W15362

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

1Oo/o OFF

s1a,999.

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items. cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 11 -31-04

U C . #5ERR09 Previous Rental

NOVEMBER SERVICE SPECIAL

1Oo/o OFF
Arrowhe

Ford
Credit

s39,999

ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN SEPTEM·
BER. APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY
VEHICLES ONLY,
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER

,

